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What makes one campany's site stics<ier than ttre saxt? Content, %at&sf more content: but distinctsue and releoant cantent.
Northern Light prouicfes cilstrrm search salutjons that do exactly that. Offerirrg ebfstowrers ualuabie informatien from arrt3aritstiue sources, Bffering employees and partners access ta multiple databases, indastrg newswires, end trade jourwals. It's

a16 about deliuering organizecf, releuant infermatian at the moment users need it - rigRt n w , U e W alreadg provided such
,
and
solutiens far ecrmpanias Iike Fideiitg Investments: Rgiient Tachnolagies, Isarnesandnable.com, tijest E P ~ ~ PFoktli~e;

Student Wdvantage, %acall Ncirthern Light at 1-888-864-6535. Be'll not onlg glue you

NsrrthernLigDst.com
the content you need; me'H 3 i s ~glue geur c~stomersa reassn to keep csmtng Back.
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eded in 3 Krmdcbgc Economy
Knowiedge management (KM) is an unfortunate, and i n many respects unhelpfui, term.
Knowiedge is i n people's heads-and managing it is an impossible task. What you can do,
and what knowledge management is all about, is stimulating and ma~agingan environment
i n which knowledge is created, shared, harnessed and used for the benefit of the
organization, its people and its customers. I n this ariicle, Nigel Oxbrow explores the need
for new roies and starts t o define the skjlls mix required by the people and teams which
design, build and nurture KIY! environments.

Expterfng fsmmsn Knotedge:

An Znfewkw ~ 8 t h%ancy IS~XK?
Nancy Dixor: is Professor of Advinistrative Sciences at The George Washington lhiversity :n
Washington, DC and previo~slysewed as a member of the Human Resource Deveiopmerl:
graduate facliity at The Uviversity of Texas at Austin. She has recently beer: naned fac~ity
director for :he April 2001 Knowledge Champions Insdtute, t o be presented by the Speciai
Libraries Association (SLAJ. Dixon is the author of the highly regarded book Common
Knowledge: How Companies Thrive by Sharing What They Know. Gain some irxight 'nto her
works i n this conpelling intewew.

Ger,e~%an
R@hiningWafkcrs the KnswCedge Ecanorny Six Prrrpas%ans For the ?En
We have noved from a zero-sm game (one i n which a gai? for one side always entails a
loss for the other) t o one i n which we can share, but not iose. I n the old economy, scarcity
was assumed, anz: always increased a thing's value. I n this new economy, abundance can be
assumed. We rlave shiftea from a woriciview with a core propositior, of "either/of (either yo;l
have it or I have it) t o one that accommodates a "bothland" possibility (both you and I can
have the same thir:g ... all 05 it, and vore).Doug Wesley shares some inportant :utes or: how
t o retain knowledge workers.
Freedowl Fawn Sends Piggot? to South AMca
Read about SylGa Piggott's t e p and see how you can become a part of this e ~ r i c h i n g
program.
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"I zm e$o irg
I reaiiy iikey +:,n
whici2 lets me see so
my da.tabase."

- Patricia furpin,
Doetcraf Candiiate
School a4 Nursing,
Univereity of Texas, Austin

Every project can be sirnpilfled with the
right tools. Whenever t!!e project calls for
organizing references from a variety of
data sotirees ineltiding internet iibrarlss,
ProCite@ is the perfect tooi.

?raCi:e offers snique took for grouping,
searching and sorting ysur refere~ces.
Pius, the new tabbed interface makes data
access a einci.Ym have uniimited drtabase
c~pacityand can use up to 39 reference
Vpes with 45 fieids per reference-one of
w5ich iinks references to URLs or fiies.

Now with ProCite 5, you can search
internet iibraries direetiy. Pe6orm a search
You'li never retype a reference is: with
on PubMed and Internet iibrzries
ProCite's powerful fat-matting toci. YOL:
worldwide t o create databases in ProCite
icstantly. You can choose from a list of
can format citaticns ir: a refe~encelist,
hundreds sf internet (239.50) iibraries
footnotes, c r create 2 bibiicg~aphyorganstick 2s the Library of Ccngress and
ized by subject headings - even produce a
miversity libnries as welf 2s s~;bs~rlptioil- czil numSer iadex. Download a Free
based databases {e.g., OCLC, 0'412, and
Vdindovfs 2nd Macintosh Tri-lzi mday and
SiiverPlateer).
see for youneif!

P.d'ier,ising:

mar
u,'i3KtKG
'PC% .-.C 4 T:iLC:;;iki,- SAi: i.'tk%.:~ The OGLC TechPre service
offers ccsromlzed cataloging and physical processing of materials zr, all
bibIfograpfiic formats and in many languages a: prices that can reduce
overall cataloging costs. For details, call 1-800-848-5878, ext 4386 or smail marcia-stout@oc!c.org.
v

'

$>MC'\7 .Nil'.'l'Y :' World Wide Smrces. Fast, Efficient, Inexpensive. Twenty-three years experience. Ler a s solve your research problems. CARGLIB, Phone (919) 929-4870, Fax (9193 933-1253. E-ma:i
caroXib@inzrex.riet.
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Acceptawe of ai: advecrismsnt does ?a: impty
endonement o+ the pp:odxz by trhe Speck:
iicraries Associ?tion. Foi 2000 idve;:is'r.:
rate
cards a: other a c v e & h j informa:ion, ccn:ac;
Vuizn fobec a t Cet: ( 3 3 : ) 363-3622; h x : ( 3 0 1 )

865-8698; or f - m i j : vivia:@s!a.o:g.
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Sorec Kierkegaard, the nineteerith century existentialist philosopher, told a story
of a man who was released from an insane asylum after mazy years. The man
was desperate to be perceived as being normal by others. So he Cetemined
that he must say things in public that reflecr the general beiiefs of those around
him. People believe that the world is round! So he put a rock in his pocket, one
that is large enough to remind him to say this true rhing every time it hits his
thigh. The man walked merrily through town, ackncwledging passersby and
greeting them by saying, "The world is round" every time the rock hits his
thigh. You can imagine the kind of response the man received.
Kierkegaard called this "objective madness," and it seems a hgical concection
to our efforts, as professionals and as a coilective professicc. Our efforts to
share knowledge-any knowledge-have met with positive results. But the
sharing of any knowledge-regardless of its value and application-will not be
valued for very lccg. It stands to reason, then, that our reiiance or, omside
information sources must be balanced with a keen eye toward the value of the
information that we provide to our customers. Merely sharing information regardiess of its value would be true madness!
Knowledge management is quite often explained as being '::?e coilection and
dissemination of true (or accurate) and useful information. But this standard is
far too low for us to use in the work~lace.fiaving access tc lots of great information with little practical value is important, but nct in a proactive, knowledge sharing exercise. Knowledge sharing is a matter of asking exceilent questions, giving (or getting) great answers, and having great conversafions that
involve both. This raises that bar on the naiure and scope oi the "knowledge"
that is shared in organizations. Knowledge that conmunicates what works,
what succeeds, what h2s passed the test of application meets the standard for
sharing. What is generally perceived as being true does not.
How then, do we, as izformation professionals, facilitate the sharing of real
knowledge? There are various and sundry ways, some that are "one size fits
all," most that are cot. But we rnust, for we should be held accountabie for this
kind of knowledge sharing. Providing opportunities for our coileagues to feel
"connected," facilitating cross-departmental lear~ing,celebrating lessons learned
from mistakes, creating an online co!laborative community-these are all opportunities for us to bring real v a h e to knowiedge management and to increase our visibility and value in the workplace.
To aid you in your thinking on your knowledge maeagement practices, this
issue of Information Outlook has some wonderful articles in store for you.
Nigel Oxbrow of TFPL, Ltd. in London shares what skills you need to succeed
.
.
In a nowl ledge econcmy. Doug Wesiey of Changecrzft Corporation explains
how you can attract the best and brightest knowledge workers. And we have a
special treat for you, as Information Outlock interviews Nancy Dixon, author
of Common Knowledge: How C~mpaniesThrive by Sharing What They Know.
Dr. Cixon is 3. Professor of Administrative Sciences at The George Washingtoc
University in Washington, DC,and was recently appointed as faculty director
of SLA's Knowledge Champions Institute, to be held next April.
Read or! and avoid the madness!

David R. Bender, PP.D
Executive Directcr

Professiocal F:~tnre"at the USC Coliege
of i & r a ~ ?and Informtion Science,
The 2000 R.V. Wiiiiams Plsundew Chv~arrE

Anderson Izitiates
Endowmea%%
a%%he
niverdty of IAinaBs
Nancy Anderson retired from the Oniversity of Iliinois last spring from the Math
exatics Library. Tc cornmerate :he occasion, she established a piedge of $50,002
fo benefir the rna<hematics library. To
further her pledge, she an~ouncedin
Jarnary that she will give $5000 annnaily for the nexr ?en years to initiate an
endowment tc assure the fnture effectiveness of the Mathematics Library. She
encourages friends, faculty, a i u ~ c i and
,
stardents to join her in this endeavor.
Anderson is an active member of the
Special Libraries Asscciation, and part of
the Physics-As:ronomy-h/Iathematics
Division and the Einois Chapter.

was presected to 3ai% McQuiilan, a
r:ap librarian d Thomas Coopet Library
at USC. This award is the higes; cha~ter
honor given in recognition of distinguishing servke ro SM and speczai
librarianship. McQuillan has fucctioned
as the director and ictemational reialions chair for the SC Chapter. He has
fdfiiled the role as c k i r zed prcgran
planner for the §LA Seography and Map
Divi,sion, and semed muiiipie terns as
chair of the Geogra3hy and Maps Section
of i'M.
O<ler 20% awards inciude the ?mident's AwarC to Thonas Hill of Upper
Savannah AREC Librazy in Greecv~ood.
The Certificate of Service to S:?erry Davis
of Cryovac Sealed Air Corporaticn
Li5rary in Duecan, SC. Lastly, the
Stccent Awards were presented to 3iIi
tlausler acd Valerie iaM0tt.e.

Presen"avr;irds s t Annual,
Csnference

South Carotina &p%er
Celebrates Fifteenth
Arsnfversary
The South Caroiina Chapter celebrated
irs fifteeath anniversary with a spec:ai
dinner at the historic ?acuity Cikb
located on the c a m p s of the G'r,ivers%y
of South Carolina. Sals 1999-20C0 Pmsident Sksan DiMat%iapresented the 2030
Dean's Lechre "Synergies for Your

For the firs: t i a e in histcry, two awarzs
were presented to carsta~dingmembers
of :he Pharmacenrical and Health Tech~ c l o g yDivision ar the Special Libraries
Association annual meeting heid in
Bhiladeiphia. The first award honored a
divisioc member for significant and
iasricg contributions and service ro the
divisicc and the prcfessicn. Karen
Kreizman-Reczeck of ACTS Testing
Laboratories exhijired outstanding
leadership <calities ir, :he dirisioc, at
meetings, and in committee work. She
has heid cumeraus posiriclns in the
Pharmaceuticai 81 Health Technology

She has k e n an active =ember in the
Upstate New Yjrk chapter, Englceeri~g
-.
L;rvision, and the Biomedical acd Life
Sciences Dimion. She has aiso spoken
at the recent SLX annxal conferences
and formiam? mch p~biication2s a
bock titied Establishrng m izfomatzsn.
Center: A Qrccticai Guide and an article
'Using the Web lo Fin6 1r.tercational
Sandards I~iior~atlon."
The Eorizon award wzs bestowed lo
Eileen Moyer of T&s Gniversity. This
a w a ~ d honors a Pharxacentical a ~ d .
Beaith Techcoiogy Divisior member of
five years or fewer who has de~:onstrated promise of becomieg an excepticnai
member of Zrie pscfession. Moyer has
senriced the Pharmaceuticai & Heaith
Techcology Pivision sigeificantly by participating in special projects sicce 1996.
3riginail-y; she acted as networking chair
ol the divisioc in 1.396and then moved
izto the role as the owner cI the divisiocai electronic discrrssioa list.
30th of Erie awar:! recipients acceptea a
ce~ificateacd a monetary gift in appreciation of their contributions.

C, Beqm G r ~ u p ,Xnc,
Sp~rpsorsSLA,
LMB Management

Leadershtp Award
On h a e 12,2000, dunng the SLA Anmaal Conference held i c P%ladei?hia, G.
Berger G r c q inc. (CBG], sponsored the
Special Libraries Association's h b r a ~ y
Macagemen', Divisiac Management
Leadershi? Award for the 'renth year.

m

:his award, instituted in 1988, recognizes a member's
significant contribilticns to leadership in the profession of information management over a five-year period. CBG was honored to present the award to Marsha
L. Fultan, director of the AskNetwork at Arthur Andersen LLP, in ~ecognitionof her outstanding achievements in leadership.

Library b f ; ~ ~ n q e m eDivision
dt
by Wenee !.r4assaud
..
~ibraryManagement Oivision programming this p a r
followed one idea-how to take a concept of a research
deliverable into reaiity and implementation. A combination of lecture style presentations and case studies
brought atlendees a a i x of experience and food for
thought. Kicking off h e sessions witk: Assessing Your
Market and endmg with Career Challenges for the twenty-first century gave a full view of the professional and
research product life cycle.
X-Technologies as disc-~ssedby Stephen Arnold of Arnold
Infomatioc Tecknoiogy explored the next-generatior, of
preferred znd enabling technologies centered azound
"relationship" bnilding.
Product ideas to Deliverables by Marsha Fulton of Arthur
h d e r s e n waked attendees through how to take concepts and b-Sld then into real business. By using hndersen's own case study of Knowledgespace and their ASK
Network, artendees could see the iransformatio:~, steps,
and success of making skills of information professionals become extremely valuable and rewarding.
Recognizing the importance of negotiating skilis in
today's market, Library Management Division planned
for the world-renow~edKarrass instructors to teach
the CE course, Effective Negotiating Skills. The full Day
progzam gave its student's skills to use in any situation
to effectively complete a win-win situation almost
every time. Akhough not specific to content or
research negotiating, attendees said they could apply
the techniqses to all aspects of their careers, including
job and salary negotiations.

The dara is ciear: journals are used ry;uch
more when they are available eiectronicaily
a t the desktop. The Eisevier Science vision is
t o increase scientists' efficiency by integrating
information and deiiverjng it conveniently.
!hat has been part o f the notabie success o f
ScienceDirecte, the robust and sophisticated
platform buiit t o deliver science "at the speed
o f the 21s: Centbry." .We are working with
other informa:ion providers to create
seamless links. And we have invested in
community services such as i i Viilage-",
BioMedNet-" and ChemWeb, t o offer
discipii~e-specificresources. E!ectronic
journais: ir! context and at your fingertips.
Our job is t o make your work easier.
For more information! contact

new-eXsevier@elsevier.com

!.ilr'twyLfhTrwk~sDZ~isfon
b-v Jme C B~iPlt?r
Foi the 2000 Conference in Philadelphia, the Division
kicked things off with a member receplion or, Sunday
evening sponsored by SIRS1 & PTFS. Thar reception
was crowded, boisterous, and lots of fun.
Networking con':imed at our three continentai breakfasts on Monday, T~esday,and Weanesday, sponso~edby
Baker & Tzylor, The Gale Group and OAG respectively.
Mocday's bre&iast attracted forty-five people, Tuesdays'
breakfast attracted fcrty-three people, otlt of the plus
division members who registered for the conference. A
hi of people chose to sleep in on Wednesday morning
after a iate night of vendor parties and o?her division
hospkality events.

In I999 we announced a pew puicirlcj policy for
Eisevier Science journais. We guaianteed an
end t o double-digit pri9t price i~creases.Our goal:
t o stop the wide price swings that currency
exchange rates can cause. We said \ ~ / ewouid
make sure that neither a growth in pages,

Members were treated to lunch for the Business Meeting
on Tuesday sponsored by ISI.
,
by a chicken dish,
Cream of 3rcccoli s q ~ foilowed
and a deiightfui chocolate dessert pleased everyone's
palate. Vin Caraker, Vice President of ISI, spoke to us
for a few minutes.

currency fluctuations or any other f x t o r wouid
ever again result in a double-digir price increase
for the complete package of our journals.

What ore the results?
For 20CO our price increase (in our invoicing
currencies) averaged 7.5%

- Seiow the industry's

average o f 8.5010.in 2007 our price increase

Committee Chairs and other members who worked hard
fcr the division this year received MLD logc pins for
their efforts Officers received logo pins and medallion
paperweig~tswith either walnut or marble bases.

will be even iawer. Libraries have been aide
t o retain more journals or even increase
subscriptions, ei:her in paper or as part of
their license t o ScienceDirecr'. That means
both authors and iisraries are be'rrer served.

One hundred sixty-nine persons heard our Tuesday prograrr.,, "Library Beyorid: New Technologies to EnP*ance
Services': Carol Cini, Associate Director of the Institute
for Federal Print.i,r:g and Electronic Publishing, presenied current rechnologies and a look at the future. Patrick
~ w S Library
,
Division Director of PTFS, talked about
the new digital areca available to libraries today, focusing on t h e iechnology that allows libraries to digirize
special archival coIiections into web-based, fdl-text
searchable databases. Jones gave us a checklist of questions to ask digitization vendors. David Pendlebury
from the Institute for Scientific information discussed
visua!izatio_n, techniqnes that aliow users to examine

Our job is t o make your work easier.

For more information, contact

new-elsevier@elsevierrcom

i~fomratfondifferentiy and to see new
relationships. Xacdouts for these prograK sessions will be avaiizbie on the
I& tvnslor, we5 site within a few weeks.
' '

We sponsored two programs on Viednesday. The morning program, "NTIS
Update" was co- sponsore6 with the
Etroleurr, and Energy Resources Division and the Science Techncisgj DDivision. Speaker n7aliy Ficch from NTIS
talked. aboilt what NTIS is, why It's getting alI the media attention, where it's
been and what it's future x a y be

m-

;his pmograx was co-spcnsoxd by the
Infomzticn Technohgy Divisioc. Severirg discussed ccpy:igi?t basics as they
,-elate to Cle pubiic's sgi?t ?G rise Governxent Infomatien published in print or
on Lie we5 acd the common misconception that eveM.ing pabIished 3y the
U.S. Governme~t is ',n :he prrbiic

domaic, Kiein gwe exaxpies of exceilent government web sites fiat inchded
c o p r i g 2 rights or, their h o m page. She
also dernonstmted a few gcvercnen:
web sites that failed fc acknowiedge
copyighi use or permissions acywhere
on their site.

Censcs 20.30, 02 the role of infomation
in inkemationai ccnf%ct mazagement tc
a well-at:ecded "conveaa*,im"with ?,3S
notabie Jim Leker.
ine international Reception and Tea is
a i w q s one of the highlights f9r di
coeference attendees. iieid in the Crystai
Tearoom of the MTanmaker Building, the
eiegnt affair was capped off by the
presentarion of the Eurclpeac Libradan of
the Year Award to Wiliiam Bann,
n a n a g e g editor of Breepir,t.com, "a
coxr.ncitg of 30,000 Snsiness Information searchers around fhe worid,"
-7

The aftezoon prograE? "Copyright acd
US. Government Works," featured
speakers Mary Bergham Levering of tke
U.S Copyright Office, Nakonzi copyright
Program, and Bonnie Kiein of the
Defease Technical Ieforma',ion Center.

The bread:h of social science prog~a'amning extaded from progzarts such as

Since 1985,the OCLCTechPro sel-vice has helped hundreds of librarians keep pace
with catalsgicg, giving patrons prompt access 20 ~xaterials.
Techpro can help your Iibrary with:
a Elimination of backlogs or ongoing cataioglng assis'rance
Customized cataloging an6 physicai processing :o =at&
yoix exact specifications
Cataloging of materids in all bibliographic formats and in
many Izcguages
Quali?y cataioging at prices that can reduce your overail
cataloging costs
If yciou need help getting rccentiy pubiished English Ianguzge
bsaks, serials and videos cataloged, but do cot need ccEpiex
editing or extensive local isdormation added to recorhis,
ask abont the Techpro Basic frice Option. For qaaiifiehi
_=aterials,this option offers c, preset prise per title.

Contact Marcia Stout, OGLCTechFm representative, today for more irXornarion.

New Information for the New Millennium; Archives in
the twenty-first centxy-not just a time capsule; From
Dependence to Independence-Meeting the needs of the
disabled; How Congress Really Works; International
ConGict Resolution-Challenges and strategies; Making
Connections-Infoma5on pro-viders and comnxnity
eccnomic deveiopment. Evening cyen houses were
enjoyed with Education Division
Social Science Division sponsored three well-laown
authors. Kathleen Hall Jamieson, author of Everything
You Think You .Know About Politics...And Why You're
Wrong, spoke on this timely topic at a lunch eon. A
search-able CD-ROM of Presidential campaign speeches,
ads and debates (1952-19661, compiled by The
berg School for Communication, is available for $10
[check to Socid Scieme Division) from Mike Rolakows2% Congressionai Research Service, Library of Congress,
DG 20540-7470.
3in KunsSer, author of Geography from Nowhere and
other books, prominent lecturer on the New Urbanism,
enCka1ied a large enthusiastic crowd. Jim Lehrer struck
jnst the eght balance between personal reminiscences,
politid ccmmentary and life as a writer.
Two tours extended the scope of programs offered by
Social Sciexe Division. Jamie Pearlstein, coordinator of
the pubiic ar; program in Philadelphia, ied a waking
tour of the inner city public art sites. On Thursday, a bus
full of librakms visited libraries at Winterhur and
Brandywine River Museum.
.@QT%

&UCUS

by Peter Hosn
There was an exceliect turnout of more than tilirty for
this Tuesday sent-although Tim Green was unable to
present :he "Footba!I is Murder" session as we originaliy planned; we had enough lead time to success~ully
invite Pat Walker, executive editor of the Bucks County
Courier Tines, one of the local newspaper to speak to
us aboxt newspaTer reporhg of sports. She rose
through the journalism ranks from a cub reporter, and
spent some time doing sports reporting. She shared with

Elsevier Science has ions advocated sharing
c f research with others i? :he industry to
create standards. We made our detailed SGV?
cioctimenr type definition {DE)freeiy available.
Results o f our TULIP experiment were shared
openiy: as well as the data format standards that
rewired frorn TULIP. We led the deveiopment
o f the uniqde publisher item idec~ifiers[PIis)
2nd initiated a project for the creation of a
comprehensive scientific font set which, when
cornpietea, will be avaiiable withoxt charge on
the \Neb. And we have c o n t i ~ u e dt o support
the development o f the digital object
identifier (901).We know ii requires
cooperation to make rhings work.
O d r job is t o make your work easier.
For more infomation: coqtact

new-elsevier@elseviernew-elsevieu@elsevier.csra?~~

october 2000

This comprehensive coliection o f XPS spectra provicies reiiahie, hish-qtiaiify,
real-worid data in three key areas:

An esrentiai resource for amiytical chemists in academia and !:-d~stryas we{! 3s
matorials scientistsz electricai engineers, ar?d physickts, this Handbook featvres
extensive detaii or! instrumentatlcn, techniques, experimeqtal data, sampies,
energy resolatior: cietaiis, and muck;. Ts?e.

3-Voiume S e t * \565 pp. 3-47C-498"-6
October 2003
$450.00 per voiume/$~215.00set through December 3:, 20CQ;
$535.00 per vciume/$i375.00 set thereafter
Q

us some of the issues involved with
newspaper reporting and edit:ng. She
mentioned how a sports reporter often
becomes so tied to the team being
reported on, one can lose objectivity
about the team. She also mentioned ihe
"two-faced Xitten" that was all the news
sensation recently. That story began
with their paper!
The door prizes were a big hit, againfour books autho~ed 3y Tim Green,
including his New York Times bestseller,
The Bark Si& of the Ga111e: My life in
the NFL. The beneficiaries of these door
prizes were: Michael McCay; Michael
Yared; E I k Summers; and Patricia
Bowron. Mary J o h s o n was the winner
cf the final grand dcor prize, offered by
Marydee L'jaia-a three medal set of the
2002 Winte C)iprr;~icsto be held in her

backyard-Utah! My thanks also go to
Lam Guthrie, Chzir of the Legal I)ivision for sponsoring our event; Buzzy
Basch, Basch Subscriptions for his financial support; and especially to Gloria
Dinerman who has cocvened this caucus
for the past three years!

The Business and Finance Division
announced the winners of two sets of
awards at its ari~ual2000business meeting held in Philadelphia, PA, this past
r grants and
June. The first set was f ~the
student stipend awards.
Each of the five winners of this award
received $1,200. The winners were: Professional Grant: Heien P d a from U~iver-

sity of Toronto's Jaseph L. Rotman Schcol
of Management. Student Stipends: Mary
S. Kilpatrick, University of Maryland;
Genevieve kmire, Universite de Montreal; Brian McGreevy, University of South
Carolina, and. Elillary A, Stevenson, University of Pittsburgh.
The second se: of awards will be given to
two B U division members to attend the
Global 2000 Worldwide Conference on
Librarianship in Brighton, UK. The winners of this set cf awards are: AnneMarie Auger, information Specialist,
SECOR Comeil Inc. and Montreal, Canada and Mary Ann Swanson, information
Manager, Maxwell Ilouse & %st Division, Rrafi Foods, in Tarrytown, NY.
Zach will receive $1,200.

A Wdeo Corrrkrerm?presented by SLAYsSfmtegic Learning and Developrnrs3f Center
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E-commerce is changing the way in which companies and organizations
of all kinds do business. The possibilities are limitless but the chailenges
are considerabde. O n November 2, join your information professional cofleagues
for a Book at the current realities of e-commerce and a peek at what the future
of e-commerce holds for you, your information center, and your customers.
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One hundred years from now,
when the historians and commentators of that time opine on the
driving forces of the stunning organizational success to w Z c h we
have been witness in the late twentieth and eariy twenty-first centuries, 1 believe they will summarize
their thinking with a single word:
innovation. Innovation, viewed by
many as just another management
buzzword designed to sell books,
is actually much more. It is a reflection of the emerging focus of
today's organizations on constantly
creating a more remarkable future.
It is the manifestarion of a fundamental belief ir, the col:lective capacity and vision of h u n ~ a nbeings.
Most of ail, %iL is an absolute imperative for individuals and organizations alike colicerned wltb
sustaining their success in the
years ahead.
Innovation is a unifying concept for
many of the core ideas that energize
the New Econoxy: learning, knowledge, teams and cornrwnities, creativity? and change. Learning is a
primary and critical activiry of human existence. Through our learning, we open ourselves to a wide
variety of original directions 2nd
fresh possibilities for our work. We
generate critical insights and knowledge that, when capitalizing on the
creative resources of our colleagues,
we may be able to transform into
new products, services and experiences for our cnstorners. This is the
essence of innovation.

As an infomation professional, you
have an extraordinary opportunity
and, indeed, a cerkin responsi'43y
g
lo participate in ~ ~ p p o r t i nkmovatioa
-YYthin your organization. Operating
at the s e m s of G k idea flow and the
Infomiation flow?izfsm;:ztion professionals can foster the emergence of
what 1 call a12 -'in_xwationecosystem,"
a delicately $danced organic stramre
that encourages dsk-t&ng, pernits
and ieaws frozx failure, er~bracesreflection ad creativity, a d invites leaders to lock the organization's cuzent
work ad capabilitiesthrough the lens
ofthe fuure. ImporranGy~&is roIe has
Iittte to do wk& fomal position or asthority Rather, jt can be supported in
m a q small
snb'te ways. Here are
a few suggestions:
Embrace innovation j . ~your own
pracrice-Your credibfiity as an innovator will be measured by the degree
to wkich you are wiling to embrace
innovation in your own work. Take
a close look at the 5ig picture of th2
prod:acts and services you provide to
your customers and ask yourself this
qcestion, "Is whar we'^ offering capable of making a meaningful difference in the way our ccstomers think
about or decide a critical issue?" If
you are Gnhappy with your candid
response, then ir is probably a good
* a eto bring together yo'ar coIIeagues
and clients to think differently abonr
how you do things xoday in order to
create a different tomorrow-.
Lecare and connec: xjth the C ~ X msnities of pl-acrice-Communities
of practice are the infornzi, leasing
groups inside organizations that help
get real work done. Community
members learn fron one another,
create new knowledge. and, in some

cases, shep5erd t9e development of
i=portant innovations. By surfacing
the n o s t important communities of
pracrice within yonr organization,
YOLI can, at once, identify allies and
become a key aiIy in fulfilling the
innovation i~perative.As you iearn
from comrxnity members about the
srrategfc oppsrtGnities aad challenges facing rhe organizatron, you
will be better prepared to deliver to
the conmunity (as well as other
customersf the vahe-added services
that can inflnence i~novagion.
~rojegt-lf you am
l ~ i r i a t ea
siighdy nore daring, you rLightconsider launching an informal innovarim pilot project. For exampie, you
~
n a y want to wcrk with yO L L COT:munity of practice coi2aborztors t s
bring together an "innovation exgeditionary grwp" cor:posed of people
and practices fron across the organization. Kernernher that your pilot
~ an importmt first step,
project c a be
an i~ftiativeintended to help you
and your colteagues explore how you
can grow innovation into a purposeful activity within yoar organization,

-

-.-

As you srdve to build an innovation
ecosystem- in your ~rgmization,YOU
can be sure that y o ~ counterparts
r
in
cther organizations will be twIng to
do the same. Innovation n?ay not be
a secret, but neither is :t easily nastered. It re&luiresa special c o n a ~ i t men: from aii of us who wtsh to leave
a legacy of achievenent in Qurwork,
We hope you'll join in the effort and
will let us know how you're making
innovation a part of your work.
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SilverPlatcer's premier collection of databases assists
researchers, students and professional engineers in
Vacating the scientific literature essential to their
work. Our diverse collection includes the fundamental.
engineering research databases as well as niche databases
thzt focus on specific fields of engineering.
Ad, integation with Silz;edinkerp@technolsgy provides
deskop access to thousands of fuil text articles!
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Most experts ignore the beliei that
leaders are born, not made. The common belief among leadership consultants is that, with the proper
emphasis, leadership skills can be
taught, developed, and honed. But
according to a recent study, there is
an alarming h c k of leadership in the
business world today.

positions, and asked all survey respondents to rate them jsony, the fourteen
skills are only available in the full
study which yon ean order from DDI) .
About half of ail leaders surveyed rated
just seven of those skills as strengths.
The associates; responses were more
troubling: they believe their leaders
lack strengrh in +Airteenof the fourteen most important leadership competencies! Both groups identified three
areas where leaders lack strength:
coaching, strategic decision-making,
and facilitating change.

A study by Development Dimensions
Internationai (DDI] , a Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania-based global training
human resource firm, found that
roughly three quarters of bilsinesses
have diculty finding qsalified lead- Many experts beiieve that the recent
ers. [For details, see the executive sun- focus on technical expertise has
mary of their study a t http://
thrived at the expense of leadership
m.d&wor~d.com/p&/cpgn53.p~. skills, and the founders of many
It's ~~t
to say why there is a dearth Internet businesses are learning this
of leaders today, but many experts reality as they are pushed aside-or
agree that it is probably due to the fact out the door.
that the skiLls requied for leadership
are dserent in our ever-changing and Because oi the constant rate of
competitive giobd business environ- change in the business world, leadment. These ski% areimportant in any ership positions in the future will
organizadon, no matter the size, and likely require different competencies.
they are needed at all Bevels of man- Some core skiils will surely continue
agement-not just the top.
to be important, Eke communication
and team-building. Other skills,
The DDI study surveyed three groups however, will become priorities
within a selected list of organizations: whether we like it or not. The DDI
h u ~ ~ resource
an
psofessionals, lead- study reveaied that today's leaders
ers, and associates, The study found are not strong in six of the ten comthat less than haif of all surveyed re- petencies that will be important for
flected high confidence in their iead- future leaders. Those six are:
ers' ability. Only thirty-six percent of
all associates surveyed had high con- * Visionary Leadership ( 3 0 % ) :
fidence i r their teaders.
where will you take your organization in the future?
DDI picked fowteen competencies that
Strategic Decision-Making (25 % 1:
are importat for current leadership
are you developing long-term strat-

egies that wili carry out your vision?
Aligning Performance for Success
(27%): are you able to set measurements and monitor others'
progress toward goals against
those measurements?
Empowering Leadership (49% of
leaders rating the competency a
strength!: are you capable of letting others make decisions or take
on responsibility?
Innovation (46C/o> : can you recognize new ideas and encourage
your staff to do so?
Communication (44%): can you
explain your ideas clearly?
According to DDI-and many leadership experts-the leadership shortage is a real concern. Development
of leadership competencies is of
paramount importance. Why?
Nearly seventy-five percent of all
leaders surveyed by DDI said they
pursue development activities to
make themselves more marketable
for other jobs. Corporate downsizing
and re-engineering have proven that
organizations are nor showing loyalty to their employees, so loyalty
should not be expected in return.
And relying solely on outside leadership talent wiil not be enough for
an organization to survive. The focus for tomorrow must be on the
management 2nd retention of current staff as they move up the ranks.
The DDI study also suggests that leadership development might best be
approached as a joint venture, where
leaders take responsibility for their
own development and organizations
supporting them through the process.
Training, mentorship, or even webbased learning will not aiways be the
best solution. True leaders c o m u nicate their needs, and organizations
should listen and respond.

For mere

informa~on,

contacfi John Crosby

(john-c@sla.orcj)

Migel Oxbrow k founder and chiejmecutiue o j TFFL, itd., an internationa! company prwiding
recruitment, consu!foncy, training, and research ser~icesin the field of knowledge, injoijolmation and
content management Gxbrow can be contacted by e-mail at ni,oei.mbr~@t~j;i.com.
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Association annual conference in Phisadelphia in June 2000. The content i s derived from the resuits of a major international
research project and i s supplemented by learnings from other TFPL research and client projects, The main research
project was commissioned by the U K Governmenfs Library and Information Commission and jointly funded by the
Commission and TFPL. The international project exptored what roles and skills were required for the effective
implementation of knowledge management and involved in-depth case studies, expert interviews, and consultation
with approximatdy 5 0 0 organizations actively involved in implementing knowledge management initiatives, The results
were published by TFPL in December 1999 in the report "Skills for knowledge management"

Knowledge management (MM)is an unfortunate, and in
many respects unhelpful, term. Knowledge Is in people's
heads-and managing it is an impossible task. What you
can do, and what knowledge management is all about, is
stimulate and manage an environment in which knowledge is created, shared, harnessed, and used for the benefit of the organization, its people, and its customers. If
an orgacization believes that creating such an envirocz e n t is important then it needs to understand what new
roles and what new skills are required within the organization to enable it to succeed. This article explores the
need for new roles and starts to define the skills mix required by the people and teams which design, build, and
nurture RM environments.

new knowledge, the sharing of existing experience and
know-how, and the efficient utilization of those assets
for the benefit of all.
For all organizations there are many challenges to address in adapting to this shift. For example:
The very essence of doing business is changing. Collaboration and cooperation become key-enabling organizations to share and utilize the knowledge and expertise of their partners, suppliers, and customers. Indeed some companies ficd themselves collaborating
with another company in one market and fiercely competing with the same company in another market-a
phenomenon becoming known as "co-opetition."

@hy Is Kf4 h p a r % a n t rre-w%
There is a valid debate as to whether the 'knowledge
economy is a tolaIly new era following on from the agricuItura1 and industrial eras, or whether it is just the next
phase of the jndustrial era. Some experts argue that the
knowledge economy is totally different from the industrial economy (where wealth came from leveraging tangible assets such as machines, property and labor) and
that it has totaily different economic dynamic, where wealth
is derived from the exploitation of intangible assets such
as experience, know-how and knowledge. These experts
quote companies such as Microsoft, CISCO and the dotcom
companies as prime examples of the new era. Other expens argQe that .the knowledge economy is the next phase
of the industrial era and that wealth is still derived :ram
industrial processes but that competitive advantage comes
through t5e exploitation of intangible assets.
Which argument is correct is not particularly important
to the issues in this paper, but what is important is that
there is a nniversaXy recognized shift in the value placed
oa intangible assets and the vital role that such assets
play in the fast moving knowledge economy. To succeed
ir, the knowledge economy, regions, nations, organizations, and individuals need to both accept and adapt to
an environment whem intangible assets are a key driver
in the economy. They need to develop new processes,
cultures, 31x3 behaviors that encourage the creation of

* Organizational structures need to change. Hierarchies
need to be broken down and networked organizations
developed. Successful organizations are flexible and
able to adapt quickly. Group and team working-often
cross functional, geographically displaced and changing frequentiy-stimulates creativity and innovation,
enhances communication and knowledge sharing, and
utilizes the best skills and experience on every task.
But it challenges traditional lines of command.
The values of the organization need to change to reflect the reliance on people, knowledge, and iniormation. The value to the organization of creating, sharing, and utilizing knowledge and information has to
be explicitly recognized. Motivation and reward systems need to be developed which give people 'permission to reflect'-time to assimilate informafion, to communicate with colleagues, brainstorm new ideas, make
better decisions, and add value to the senices and products offered to the customer.
Modern information and coma~nicationstechnology
needs to be hamessed-with a clear focus on improving
knowledge and information flows. Far too much money
has been wasted in recent years through the adoption of
new rechnology (often labeled as knowledge managernent solutions) without the correct emphasis on the

required application and outcomes, and withorrt the
necessary change in values and culrure. People wjli
not contribute to and use a knowledge sharing database just because it is ;here.
a

Speed. In a knowledge economy speed 4s also of the
essence. The capability to reduce product o? service
time to narket, to innovate, to make quick decisions,
and to react fast ro changes in the market, new technclcgies, and new competition are all key factors in
ensuring success in the new economy. Creating an organization that has these capabilities is one of the main
challenges-and the availabiilry of, and access to,
knowledge is fundamental.

-per ail organizations the ability to meet these and many
-7

other associate6 chalienges is essentiai for success in the
knowledge economy. They are fundaxiental changes and
they require adjustments in values, culture and behaviors.
These adjustnrents take tiEe-often years-anci require
commitlrrent f r ~ m
the top, clear focus, and persistent application within business units. In our research we found
many organizations addressing the challenges-some under the banner of knowledge management but many using different termi~ologymore a e c e p b l e to their culkre.
The majority>over ninety percent, recognized the need to
change, but very few believed that they were anywhere
sear achieving the desired 'knowledge culture'
The research revealed that, just as every organization is
different, there is no template that can be applied to alleven companies in the same sectcr. There are different
objectives and benefits, different strategies and approaches,
different initiatives 2nd projects. The researck found that
organizations were moving away @omthe corporate "big
bang" approach towards a series of specific initiatives and
activities-sponsored by corporate t e a s s but embedded
within the business unirs. The researck also identified the
need for new roles within the organization and new skiils
and competencies across the crgar,iza:ton.

sezlio: sxecu%ivesis essentiai. If this is not aci?ievabie at
the outset then one oi the key objectives of the first few
KM initiarives must 5e to convince tke senior executives
of the value and bezefits of a knowiedge culture-otherwlse futum i~itiativeswill fail, Once committed these
senior executives need to adapt their roles and develop
k s i n e s s xiodeis and strategies that enconrage the values
and behaviors of a knowledge cultcre.

gers who hal~ehad and s ~ p p r 'the
:
visioc' of a knowledge culture and the benefits it could
bring. The comnoa factor here is usually entlausiasm and
the team cac be drawn from a wide variety sf positims
within the organization. Bowever it is valuable if some of
the tea= :_arein positions of 'icfluence'-senior execulives
from corpcrate functions and from major business unirs..
ana rt is also valuable if they come from functions where
resources wii! be reqcimd as initiatives are developed and
inplenenied, for example organization deveiopment, IT,
HR, IM. These roles wiii be part tixie and ones the initla!
placning has been done :>e roles n a y wel!: change into
advisory xles or diszpprar aitoge;her~

appoint a full tiEe
Eeader to drive the cievelopm.ent of a knowledge cuiture.
There is a very wid2 range cf job ti'lies for this role but
the generic title is the CK3.This rcle is seen as a catalyst
role-a project nanagemen; role-where the responslbility is to develop strategies, estabifsh standards and
proced:xes, s t i n d a t e change and new initiatives, and
embed the desired cuiture, working practices, and behaviors into ;he organization. Once this is achieved the
inirial work of the CK3 is co~piete-KM will no longer
5e an 'initiative'; ir will just have Secome good manzgea e n t practice within tha; organizarion. In some organizafions the ,ZR3 position will be retained bnt the role
will change to b e c o ~ eless strategic and more focnsed
on continuing to improve and mainrain the cultnre and
the kcowledge and infora~ationflsws.

New r d c ~
WMie the strategies and approaches to inpiementing MM
varied. between organizations it was possibie to icientify
some generic roles that were being created to stimulate,
design, and impleinent KM initiatives. Soae of these roies
were seen as perEanent, others as temporary chacge
nanagement roles. Some were full rime positions; s o a e
were jnst additional responsibilities for an exisring role
[ t h s was partirslarry true in smaller organizations where
the size didn't warrant full time positions>.

that to achieve the charges required-particulariy the cultural and behavioral changes:he support and participation of the chief execctive and

The GKO is usaraliy an kternai appointnxnt ai senicr
nacage=ent he!. This in&bvidual ~ e e d so
s really rraderstand the business and often have a career pa:h that
has taken the izdivudual througk a number of different
fucctions or divisions-rather tkan rising up the ranks
in just one departnest, They have a passion for RM and
an ability to interpret KM principles into initktjves that
will deliver real business benefit to !he;? organization.
They are natural leaders with vlsior,, energy, drive, and
authority. They are deternined. prepared to take risks,
a a k e ~ i s t a k e s and
,
survive: They have strong n s ~ t a r ing and coaching cjualities to enable them to jmpart their
vismn, skills, and asilities into teams of people thronghout the 5usiness.

The CKO will draw together an implementation team ic
work with the CKO to develop the strategies intc practical initiatives. Like the CKO, the roles in this team are
catalyst and enabling roles-they are there to stimulate
icitiatives within business units and enable those initiatives to succeed. They wili develop common platforms,
standards, procedures, recognition and reward systems,
and ether mechanisms that encourage and facilitate the
flow of knowledge and information across functional
boundaries. They will help to develop skills within the
organization that allow the efficient and effective creation,
sharing, and use of knowledge and information. Specific
roles might include:

existing role. One of the skills of the implementation team
is to be able to identify people in the business units who
have a natural affinity with knowledge and informationwho are intuitive sharers, make connections, think laterally, and are seen by their peers as a a a t ~ r a lsource of
information. These people are invaiuabie as local knowledge leaders, navigators, and synthesizers-as community
coordinators and as facilitators :'or important knowledge
or information assets within the business unit encouraging participation and use by their colleagues, Business unit
managers have the responsibility of stimulating and encouraging KM initiatives and a knowledge culture within
their units added to their role. Others within the unit will
have additional.responsibilities for leading an initiative or
being part of a team or community.

K-24 c~nszrltants,who work with business units identifying knowledge initiatives and helping to develop and
implement t h e m

Evcrynrre

I~tr-anetmanager, who develops common piatforms and
toois that enable business mits to publish information in
a format easily accessible by others in the organization.
HR c~nsultants,who develop new ways of recognizing
and rewarding people for KM behaviors and skills and
embed them into job descriptions and appraisal systems.
Content nanager, who brings in external information and
heips to integrate it with internal information to add value
to the knowledge resources.

Finally the research clearly demonstrated that everyone
working in or with ;he organization needed to develop
new skills, competencies and behaviors and that if an
organization was going to thrive in the knowledge
economy the roie of everyone associated with the business needed to include their ressonsibility for contributing to the new way of working-the new knowledge cuiture. The research results started to define a common set
of skills and competencies-"information Iiteracy skillsn-that needed to be embedded throughout t5e workforce.
These are the skills associated with creating, sharing, finding, assessing, and using information and knowledge.
Ski165

Extranet mamgeq who facilitates the sharing of expertise and icformation with partners and clients without
breaching contracts, agreements, and legal requirements.
Knowledge architect, who develops and advises on the
strucmres for information resources, builds and implements a twonomy to enable more accurate retrieval of
information, and helps in the development of expertise
databases to identify and connect experts.

Ccmmmia-;escoordinator, who helps to identify and sfimulate commufiities of interest and communities of practice
across the organization and who provides training and
coaching for members of the communities.
Members of the implementation team need many of the
aitribstes required in the CKO together with particular
skills for their roie. Also like the CKO their roles may
change 2.s MM becomes embedded in the organization.

Busirre~sQrritii
This is where the real knowledge initiatives need to reside and where the real benefits will be gained. Most roles
associated with KM initiatives within the business units
will be part-roles-additional responsibilities added to an

The research identified the core skills and competencies
required in the KM roles and teams. These skills a.re summarized in the skills map shown as Diagram 1.

The rote e f the infarn~a.64'nnprrrfesskn $n Kf.4
The final part of the research was to look at the current and
potential future role of the infcmation profession in KM.
The involvement of the information profession at a strategic level-in the KM planning team or as the CKOwas found to be extremely rare. It was felt that they did
not have the strategic understanding of the business, the
breadth of experience required, or the business nindset
needed. It was also felt that, in general, information professionals did not have the ambition necessary nor rhe
risk-taking ability required. In addition knowledge strategies need to encompass all types of knowledge and information available-including tacit and explicit knowledge, information residing in production, research, marketing, and financial databases as well as many other
information resources-whereas the information profession has traditionally limited itseif to the acquisiticn and
management of external information and to some extent
the management of records and documents.

TI: the fut.~rethere is considerable potential for information professiooais to Secome OPE involved and take
-nore leadership roles in RM initiatives. This is particularly true as crganiza',ions move towards 'phase 2'
of MM i~piernentation-whsn they have addressed
:%any of the chalienges of changing the crditure, valrres, and behaviors acd start to focus more on knowiedge and infoznation flows and resources. These apportunities wili only be realized if informarion professionals are prepared ro broaden their horizons, change
their mindsets, and stop feeling :hey are 'victims' (or
worse stiii saying "'We've been doing that for the lasr
twenty years!":.

To thrive in a kcowledge e n v i r o n ~ e n tinformation professionals musr:
Start to vaiue their own skills and have the confidence
to apply rhem in new and unfamiliar situations.
e

Understand :heir organization, its strategies, its challenges, and where knowledge and inforxiation r a s
add value.
Develop an understanding of rhe vast and complex aarray of knowledge and information withjn and available lo their orga~ization.{This is one of the siggesr
challenges that organizarions face as they try t r ~integrate sources and resources onto oce pktform or
throug%portais-and nobody has really come to grips
with it j7et.)

Within the implementation teams there was more involvement of the information profession. There appears to be
two =ajcr reasons for this. First, some of the organizations that were eariy adopters of KM piaced high vaiue
on external informatfon and the ceed to integrate it info
the knowiedge resources being developed. Secondly, as
organizations begic to address the practicalities cf inpiementing RM they increasingly recognize that one of the
core enablers is information managemem. The more an
organizatioil builds an infrastrnctrrre which enables
people to share explicit knowledge-be :hat through databases, documents, e-mails, v i ~ n a ldiscussion groups
and meeting places, project files, presentations, or any of
the myriad of ~ e c h a n i s m sfor storicg and cornmurkaticg information-the more they recognize a need for techniques which improve navigability and nsability and prevent information overload. As they opt for leveraging information already in the organization, often through :he
creaiion of we3 interfaces and portals, sc the skills of
infcrmaticn mapping, needs identification, and ccnfent
management become crucial.

* Develop the new skills required to play an effecaive
gar: in a knowledge teaE.

"

P.cquire the at?ribures neede6 to succeed in a knowiedge cuit:~re.

En the last few months the terr: "kcowledge aznagemenl"
has started to disappear frorr. the headlnes and is being
replaced by cew barzzw-crds srrch as e-corr.meree and
portals. 1s this the end of RM? Froz discussions with
knowledge leaders, clients: and coiieag:~iesthe r e d work
of implementing MM is only jnst 5eginning to gain x u mentnrr,. Some of the change manager~enthype has gone
and has been replaced by the hard work of implementing
successful K M strategiss. The terrr, RM r:ay disappear
but the principles behind ir are requimd 5y tiae knowledge economy and will not dfsappear. Organizatioas that
ignore the need to change and that don't acqulre the new
skills an5 competencies required wiii not succeed in the
@
;
i
:i
knowkdge eccnomy~
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I?\'FORMATION OUTLOOK:

What

is common knowiedge?
NANCY DIXON: Common knowledge i s

t h e organization's most important
knowiedge. I t a's t h e knowledge asset
that makes i t competitive in t h e
marketpiace. I t i s knowledge t h e
organization creates from t h e
experience of carrying out its own
tasks and projects. I t i s unique t o that
organization, whereas much of t h e
other knowledge an organization has
is Learned out of books, knowledge
that its engineers learned in school,
and so forth. But when people actually do a task, they
learn what it takes, what equipment works best, where
you run into problems, what can be done about those
problems, and t h a t knowledge is t h e "common
knowiedge" of the organization. I t is knowledge gained
from the experience of doing unique tasks.
10: The question that immediately comes to mind-and

your response will 5e of great interest to our membersis wkat is the difference between "information" and
"k~owledge"?
The way I, think about that distinction is that
knowledge i s actionable. Knowledge is something you
can actuably do something with, and that may mean that
ND:

i t i s procadurai in nature or that may mean that it is "how
to" in nature, but ft's of that kind.
I actually think that there may not be a huge distinction
between the two ideas because, in some cases, what i s
knowledge t o you may be just information t o me and
vice versa. In other words, ff can take action on i t I may

view i t a s knowledge and, if a s a
result of your situation, you are
unable t o a r t on it, you will view i t a s
information. So I don't think there is
a huge distinction between t h e two
in t h e sense t h a t there is a clear line
where you say, "Okay, information i s
here and knowledge is there," but it's
helpful for me t o think about
knowledge as something on t h e basis
of which it i s possible t o take action.
10: If I may, I would like to explore

that just a bit. [Leading knowledge
management thinker and 1999 S M
Annual Conference keynote speaker] Laurence P m a k
argues that if there is no difference between information
and knowledge, then there is redly nothing new in
knowledge management. What is your reaction to that?
ND: Let me put it t o you this way. I think t h a t what
Is new jn knowledge management is not necessarily
t h e difference between information and knowledge or
even being clear about t h a t difference. I think whatts
new about t h e idea of knowledge management i s our
realization of t h e value of knowledge in helping
organizations work more effectively. This is a new
realization for many and it demands, therefore, t h a t
we t h i n k carefully a b o u t how t o manage t h e
knowledge resource.

Another thing I think is new is that, increasingly in
organizations, what people do i s create new knowledge or
make use of knowledge. If we were t o go back 50 years,
20 years, or even 15 years, what most people in t h e
organization were doing was following someone else's
instructions. From t h e time of Frederick W. Taylor

forward, they were fdLo8lring what someone ehse said.
They didn2 need t o bring thefr brain t o work. They didn't
need t o make judgments. They just needed t o do what
they were told, and t h a t fs such a switch today because
p e o p b in fact do need t o beng their minds t a work, Most
of our work is judgment work. I t i s work about which we
Rave t o be thinking and realty using our minds all t h e
time t o End new ways t o be successful.
There are many causes far this switch, inctuding t h e
speed of change and t h e pace of a global economy t h a t
pushes us t a come up with many new ideas, Another

force is t h e speed wftk which products are being put out
on t h e market and ~ 3 which
3
we need t o react t o t h e m
50 there i s a great dead happening in o w world cuituraliy
and enP/ironmental!y tkat has urged us t o put our focus
a n knowledge.
So, for me, t h a t 3 t h e difference, We have a b a y s had, 1
think, this idea of needing knowledge and needing
information, but i t has grown so muck now that we just
can't get away without focusing on it, So, for me, what
is critical about knowledge management is t h e emphasis
we are placing on it, and our quest t o %gore out how to
do i t better,

knowledge t o cross, There are also geographicat
boundaries, boundaries of profession, boundaees of
language, and certafng bbonda&s o; cutture, As a resuit,
I do not think there is a sr'ngk way t o eEmr'nats
stkkiness. We reaiiy need t o pula apart th:s chailenge and
find unique ways t o address each unique thread,
There i s something else impoutant about stickiness t h a t
I t h k k needs t o be made explicit. When yarr %bin&
about it, t h e fdea of stickiness actuakky remwes some
05 t h e blame t h a t we often place on people for failures
of knowledge sharing. I mean, we often cpitfcize people

for havfng a "knot invented here" mwrindset or for
hoarding knowledge, tike i t fs some kl'nd of: character
fault, We&, f don't think i t is a character fault, 1 fhlnic
i t i s 3 phenomenon of t h e system, and what T Like about
t h e word "stickiness" i s t h a t i t i s not value-laden- I t
dsesn7t place blame on people, which 6 think gives us
more opportunr'ty t o think systematOcaQ.i about how to
reduce "stickiness."
10: Xn Common Knowledge, you talk about five
.
afferent kinds of kno~v1edgetransfer: serial, near? far,
strategic, and e x p m transfer (Piease see the box fsr
definitions of each t:+e of transfer.] What wouid yon
line our readers 60 understand about these different
types of knowledge sharing?

.

7 . .

10: How do you overcone what John Seely Brown
and others refer ro as the "stickiness" of knowledge,
that is, the tendency of knowledge to a'=Lachitself ro its
context and :he consequerrt challenge in nxwing it
from one par? of an organization to another3
ND: Yes, stickiness i s a reel phenomenon. #nodedge has
t o cross many boundaries in order t o move throughout t h e
organization. These boundaries are often hierarchical
and, whether rap or down, they are very difficuit for

information suttoek

NB: Well, I think t h e most irnpo&mE thing 8s that Common
Knowledge tries t o "unpack" our understanding of
knowledge, instead of tooking for prindples that cut
across all different kinds of knowledge. Ny argumeqt ?s
tkat you realy need t o kook at the type of knowtadge ghat
you want t o transferr and then Mgure out which of the Eve
processes matches t h e characteristics of that knowledge.
k i s an important
This i s a different approach, and % t M ~ R

difference. Assessing the characteristics of a cert;rin type
of knowledge and then linking that knowiedge wjtk a
preferred way of sharing it, 3: t h i n k advances our
understanding of Row best t o accomplish j<nowhdqe
transfer in organizations. 08 course, we're oniy in t h e
early stages of what must be an on-going eRo&
10: I'd like to dig a little deeper intc some of the
things you write about in the book. .My first inquiry
is around the "zfteer-action review." What is it, ho~w
does it suppori "serial &anskr," and what n a d e it
something that you wanted to include in your jook?

In ller bcok, Csirtmon Knowledge, Nancy Dkon presents
five types of knowledge transfer. Below is a brief s ~ ~ m a q
and example of each type.
kzouiIedge a tear, has Iezrned fro=
doing its task in o r e setting that can be transferred to :he
next t h e t%at team does the :ask i c a different setting.

(EknmpEe: a power geeerator team replaces 2 generator iz
a che~:ical piant. The team nses that linowledge when
replacing a ger,erztor in a r ~ f i n e y .

NB:
Apn a f t e r - a d o n review i s a Learning process
employed by a team a t intervals th~ouqkouta project, a s
well a s a t t h e end of a project. I t i s designed t o examine
what was supposed t o happen during t h e Last action or
event, a candid appraisal of what actualby took place, and
an assessment of what might account for any gap
between expectathns and performance. The goal is to
lase what has been Learned fight away in t h e t e a m 3 next
action or grojed.

%:

. :.. .:. . . :... :.:...: . ... The explicit kcowleZge a tea= has lezrned

from doing a i r e q n e ~and
t repeatec! task :hat can 3e reusseci
by other tearr.s doing vzry siniiar work. @xo~-ple:a tean

in ar, Manta auto piant fipures out how to install brakes i~
ter, seconds, A tea= ic Ckicago nses that knowledge to
reduce its tine by fifteen secocds.)
The tacit kxowiedge a tea= has gzined from
doing a ncn-roctiee task that is made available to other

We must keep in mind that i t is not easy t o learn from

teams dcing sizilas work *.c acorher par? of t:le

experience. You realty have t o refled carefuity on what
has happened if you are p i n g t o develop valuabk
insights fmm your experience. When there is 2 team
iravo~ved,this takes on added importance because what
people know i s embedded i n their heads, and w'thout t h e
honest conversation, t h e probing and t h e chatlenging,
that knowledge will not be accesstbk ta e w e ~ b o d y

srgacizztion.

[Example: peers fravei to assis? z ?ea.n:

dealing with. a nnique oil expisrzticn site.

The

ccilaboration provides new zpproaches.j
he collectiv~ knowledge of the
organization is neederi to aceonpiis3 a strategic task that
occnrs infreqzectiy

bct is critical :c.

the whole

o r g c i z ~ t i o n . [E,xampZe: a COEIFaEY acqnirfs ABC; s h

What t h e after-action review does incredibiy well i s make
exptkit eveqone's tasit knowledge and, thus, it becomes
publicly availabEe t o t h e entire team for use i n the next
action or project, Even though t h e team and a t least part
of the cantext wivill be t h e same t h e next time* t h e
drcumstances of t h e newt action or project are likeiy %Q
be quite different. This knowledge, now accessible t o act,
will be invaluable.
78: "Near transfer" and "expert transfer" rely more on
the use of technology than the other approaches
presented in your book. What is your perspective om
the appropriate role for technology in the sharing cf
knowledge -within organizati~nsl

n c m h s later another tea= in a different location nses what
with ABC to acqaire DFG.;
w ~ learned
s

-

.:.. .......... .,..
..: ::: . :.,...
1.: ...A team facing a techrricai qcestior. beyond

:he scope of its own knowledge seeks

"h:e

expertise ci

others ir: the organizarior,, {Zxczple: a technician e-maiis
the network asking how to increase 5x brightness on m?of-date ~ o n i t o r s .Seven experts provide aaswers.:
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ND:

I think technology works very well. when t h e
knowledge can be written dawn in a procedurab form. I t
i s a quick answer t o something, such a s when I send out
an e-mail t o ask if anyone knows how t o change t h e
br5ghtness of an old computer monitor, and someone
knows t h e answer and e-maiis me in return. I t i s with
something that can be written down-veq explicit,
concrete and clear knowledge-that I think technology
most useful,

Of course, technology i s also useful in helping us Locate
peopk who may have valuable knowledge in response t o
a new or different problem you may be facing. Texaco,
for example, has a system i t calls, "PeopleNet"' where you
can enter 3-4 different criteria t o Bocate someone, such
a s someone who speaks Russian, has skiits in Unix, and
understands marketing. It i s a wonderful tool for finding
those people, even though you can4 directly access their
knowledge by using it. PPeu can call s r m e t them,
however, and have a Longer, more in-depth convenation,
Yechnotogy helps us overcome distance. I t heips us cross
ever t h e geographical boundaries that, a s we discussed
eartier: are a part of t h e stickiness of knowtedge.
10: Wit2 all the work you have done recently in this
field, what do you think is :he most interesting thing
going on in the world of R i today?

ND: WeLL, we hear a great deal about t h e need t o change
t h e culture of t h e organization in order t o make
knowiedge sharing possibh. But 1 see just t h e opposite
Ragpen.ing, Le,, sharing knowledge beginning t o change
an organization's cuiture. One of t h e ways in which I:
t h b k organizational cutture fs shangfng I's a heightened
respect for Local knowledge, which i s created in t h e task
of doing one's job. Locab knowledge aiways competes
with "sanctioned knowtedge," Le., knowledge t h a t t h e
organization has d e c k e d as valid. Sanctioned knowledge
may come from outside t h e organization, or it may come
from h t e r n a l experts or task forces.

Historical$ managers have held very [ M e regard %r
tocal knowledge, and instead gave prominence t o
knowledge created by inciiv-iduats not directly engaged in
t h e task. Howevesg disregarding t h e knowledge garnered
thmugh work creates disrespect between management

and employees, Employees see managers a s ~emovedProm
real work, while managers see employees as resistant t o
sanctioned answers.
Through knowkedge management, however, organizations
are now beginning t o value t h e knowledge t h a t
s"ndi%iduals learn through their work expe6ence. P h k
culturab shift certainty is not something that knowledge
management is bringing about a l by itselfT but it 5s
exerking a strong influence. Most knowledge skafing 3s
done between peers, and t h e organizaMonal "sanctkm"
for this kind of exchange, is an impdfcft recognitbn t h a t
local, knowledge is important.
10: Let me crrcle hack just a iittie and ask yeu abour
something that I feel and rhar 7 have heard orhers say.
It s e e m ro me that the tern= "knowledge management"
makes a fairiy arrcgant presumption, especially wken
you ccnsider the varions eha~acte~stics
of knowledge
that defy easy management. Do you have a thought on
this issiie?

When I speak a t conferences, K am going t o guess
that two out of three speakers say7 '"I don't like t h e
the
term." Many people berrGtwant t o be assodated &p/r'tfr
term, but i t is t h e term that is now in common usage.

N&

1 also donr$ Eke t h e term. I tirink i t giws us the wrong
anabogy: managing, I much prefer -.,he idea of mobikking
knowledge. moving ft and s o forth, baa E thfnk
"knowledge management" is in our vocabulary I f p u
cali i t something ebse, then you have t o explain it. We abl
recognize it reaily iirnits us in some ways. I t i s often a
poor anabogy for what
are do$ng, Right now however,
f think we have t o iive with i t because 8% i s there,

?Jawy 1 atso think it s's changing, You almost could saK
well, organizational Learnkg became knowledge
management, and notw vsc are hearkg more about
in%ebbe&uakcapital. Some peopLe are now using that term
interchangaabiy witb "knowledge management." Qther
people cvihl argue that intellectual capttab 95 ssmathing
quite different,
So I think we wit: continue t o evotve t h e term, but for

now, I think we are stuck with ft, and eve have t o try
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t o g e t around t h e limitations of t h e "managing
knowledge" analogy.
IQ: Gven what you know abo2.t iinfomatioc professionais, in what ways do you think they need to
develop themselves in order to actively participzte iz
knowledge-sharing kitiatives wit&% their organizations?
HD: There are a number of ways In which information
professionabs might devebp themselves so that they can
activeiy pal-eisipate in knowbedge-sharing act%Mes. They
can become knowledgeable about various methods for
sharing knowledge, such a s those discussed in Common
Knowbedgc s o they can hetp matsh t h e best sharing
process w!th t h e knowledge. 1 also think informatfsn
professionak must build their own Rciiitatfon skills, so
they can help draw mowledge out of teams engaged in
important projects. These s M l s encompass both asking
t h e right questions, and discerning themes and patterns
in t h e responses.
1 a h t h k k that information professionals should build
their understanding of how communities of pra&ce

work, including how knowledge is grown and vested in
these communities. Information professionais can be
vaBued members of every community of prae%a'ce,and Belp
t o connect people and ideas. Information pmfeosionak
are good at helping clients Rnd irrforma%jon in journals,
books, and databases, but knowledge sharing n6LL require
them t o move from t h e p e e p h e y t o t h e center of
aommiinities. They can serve a s t h e link among
interested individuats, groups, and existing and emerging
learning eammunit3es.
18: Mow car, informarion professionais interested in

bringing some cf :fie ideas :ha: you talk about ia
~ornmsla Knowledge into their organiza",ons get
started? What do you suggest as a firs; step?
ND: I think information professionals need t o connect

with groups or teams that sre interested in sharing
&nolF,ledge. It takes less time and energy t o go where
there is already an inelinathn t o act, wther than t o try
t o convince people that knowledge sharing would be
kelpfuk. If a group has expressed a desire t o share
knowledge it i s probably based on some current need or

some pressing problem they are t@ng t o solve.
Understanding what the group is seeking, and blending it
w?th an understanding of meaningful knowledge sfaarhg,
fs a good first step on t h e mad t o becoming valued as a
"knowledge champion" within the organization.

@

On December 6, Dr. Dkon wii! ficiiitate 2.e Snai session in
the 2COS 'Jirtzai Seminar Series entitled, "Share and Share
Alike: Creiting Rcowiedge-Sharing Systems." I c this
se~.inar, Dr. Dkon will expiore more deeply the challenges
associzted with sharing iznawiedge acd offer advice 2nd
guidance o r how jmn can develop a knowledge-sha3;,ng
system that will work icr yonr orgaciza~ior.Tnit2on

this

sesston i s $149: for SLA memberss $135 for nozz-membem.

(Internationrri prrrticiprrnts may incar additionai long
distcrxce an@m shipping charges.) TQ regbter for &is

semirm, ca%EKRM hhfonnntbn Senvices ad 1-800-97'576% m d me semlnar code SM5773-0, (htenationcri

members mcy d i d 1-715-833-5426 to registenj Please have
yonr SEA member n&xber ready when yazz call to receive
the djsorentlg hrftio~ox!
Dr. Dixor is aiso servicg as ficulty director for SLKs
Knowledge Chaxpiocs Institzte, :o be held April 18-22,
2031 a:; :he Wyatt Xegency Crystzl City, outside VJashixgtcn,

DG. We ail know that information professionals are well

positioned ": serve as the "!~mwiedge c h a n ~ i o n s "that
today's organizaticns need to he!?

creare acd szppoPi

k~owledge-sharingsystems. X I wil! prepare yoc for this
.,L&L

m/2, and will help yor: Iink y o u !ao%Qedge

icitiativas lo the strategic directions and blrsiness
chanenges of your organizatior.
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N0TE:TWIS IS AN EXCERPT FROM THE ARTICLE "OPTIMIZING EMPLOYEE RETENTION
i n the Era of Knowledge Capital" written by Doug Wesley, principal practitioner at Changecraft Corporation. The
entire article can be viewed on their web site www.changecraf%.com. The article also supports a presentation made
by the author at the Special Libraries Association 91st Annual Conference on June 13, 2000. This segment of the
article represents a new paradigm for organizations managers and employees i n the information economy.

Six Pr~positionsFor the NEXT Generation
ONE: People Circulate. Institutions Learn
TWO: It's All In the Connections
THREE: Managers Build Institutional Wealth
FOUR: Employees Are Engaged As Individuals
FIVE: Combine and Innovate
SIX: The Individual's Work is Essential

Why New Propositions? Is This Just Another Fad? During the
Agricultural Age, the basis for wealth was land and natural
resources. During the Industrial Age, the basis for wealth
was capital and machinery. During the Information Age, the
basis for wealth is knowledge. (Toffler, Powershift:
Knowledge, Wealth, and Violence a t the Edge of the 21st
Century, 1990) The most fundamental reality for economics
was transformed when power shifted from wealth based on
things made of atoms to bits of knowledge, which can move
at the speed of light and have no physical reality. Unlike all
previous bases of wealth-land, natural resources, money,
machinery knowledge can be given away by a person who
has it, but not lost to that person. The fact represents a
revolution in the very nature of economics. (Negroponte,
Being Digital, 1995)

Here are six propositions about work, organizations and
people that were created based on these new realities.

0NE:People Circulate. Tnstitutions Learn
This proposition stands in the place of the old maxim:
"Personnel Turnover is BAD."
When losing an employee always meant losing knowledge
capital (s.kills, experience, personal processes), we fought to
keep the employee longer; we sought to increase retention
and avoid turnover.
But what if, when an employee moves out of the company,
we are able to keep that knowledge capital? And, what if, as
we gained the person's knowledge capital, s/he lost nothing
(maybe even gained something) in the process? Would
personnel turnover be bad?

We have moved from a zero-sum game (one in which a gain
for one side always entails a loss for the other) to one in
which we can share, but not lose. In the old economy,
scarcity was assumed, and always increased a thing's value.
In this new economy, abundance can be assumed. We have
shifted from a worldview with a core proposition of
"'either/&' (either you have it or I have it) to one that
accommodates a '%oth/and" possibility (both you and I can
have the same thing. .. all of it, and more).

In the old economy, you either "have" the employee or you
don't. What if you could have continual use of the person's
contributions to the organization, even though you did not
have the physical presence of the person in the job? When
we begin to see great value in the person's knowledge, and
when we apply the natural laws of the new economy, it is
possible to lose the employee, but keep the value.

In the natural world, this may be akin to repealing the Iaws of
gravity. If the natural law of gravity changed its basic
properties, most of our machines would not work. As the
economic Iaws of wealth transform, most of our organizations
don't work. That's what's happening to us today.

We can only expect to increase the wealth of the enterprise
with personnel turnover if the organization is in the business
of learning. Since the beginning of organizations, it has been
assumed that the old-timers must teach the newcomers.
That, only after this value is added to the newcomer, can that
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person make a usefui contribution. The "master" has always
had an obligation, not just to work, but to teach apprentices.
How different life would be if the master had an obligation
to lean? from the apprentice as well. What if the apprentice
came on board with an obligation tc teach?
New information technologies enable our organizatiocs to
build systems that capture an indi-gidual's knowledge. If
knowledge is wealth, we must becone much more serious
and much more capable about doing just that.
But, if knowledge is also power as people have been hearing
since at Ieast the times of Sir Francis Bacon then why wonid
an individual employee agree to "give up" that power? Easy.
What if the new proposition were {his: "You teach us
everything yoll know and, in return, you can have access to
everything the entire organization knows."? Not a bad trade.
If the norm is for organizations to learn and for people to
circulate among them, then we increase our personal value
by the efficiency with which we learn from the organizations
we serve. The new, more potent question for screening
interviews is not "Where did you work (and for how iong;?"
but "What did you learn?':
We further increase our personal value if we develop a fine
skill to integrate all we have learned - to make creative
connections between all our disparate bits of knowledge and to apply that knowledge in new and interesting ways.
If your organization were to become an increasingly efficient
learning machine, it could profit greatiy from a steady
stream of newcomers who stay and work for a while,
teaching and learning, then move on.

W O : ft*s AH In the Connections
This proposition is a siap in the face of "Everyo~eShould Be
A Professional." (Professionals - who are 6edicated to the
depth of their expertise - hate he f x t that some slackers get
by on "connections.")
Some years ago, while working as a consultant to a large,
staid insurance company, I sat in on a senior management
meeting. The presenter put up a wall-sized organizational
chart that showed every arm of the broad-reaching
enterprise. She spared us what we thought would be severaI
hours of defining the hundreds of boxes on the chart with a
startling insight. She said that t h s company [which was
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known for investing millions in every new management fad
and scheme) had spent literally decades arranging the
myriad boxes 01: rbe char: an6 making sure that everything
was working properly within each of then. Her team had
discovered that, no rriatter how we11 rhings work inside a
box, if the lines between the boxes don't work, :he company
doesn't work. That's whar we mean by "rhe connections."
We can see :he consequences of over-specialization and
professionalism. Things contincaliy "fail between the
cracks." Bzsinesses thwart fnlfillment of customers'
immediate needs because "It's cot my job" or "Ysrt'il have to
call another depabmect." Deadly mistakes are made in
hospitals because specialists are ~ n a w a r eof each other's
treatments of a single patient. We have ali learned to demand
to speak with a manager when we encoznter these problems
because we know that nos: workers do not have the
authority to solve unxsrral problems; or problems that cross
organizational borders. And, how often do we then hear that
the manager, too, is powerless?
People do not like to he powerless in :heir jobs. Most people
would rather solve the problems they are offered than hand
+&em off. Our organizations constantly embarrass us with
their inabilities { a ~ drefusalsj to solve the most
straightforward problems. Our organizations constantly
make us iook stupid as we try to exp?ainwhy problems can't
be solved, or make us feel smpid with cur iack of
information about other parts of the business. These factors
make us want to quit cmr jobs. it's not stupid people that
repeatedly create these situations, it's those stupid syste=s
and stupid jobs.
A small team of diverse people, given the authority to get
results and access to needed information, can do what was
thought impossible in traditional organizations. We've seen
this time and time again, not with scperstars or the
company's brighrest managers, but with people who am
living at the top of the beil curve: regular, cornal folks. And,
they have frrn ir; the process!

Business success now depends or, close connections
between paying customers acd the company. The ccnnectiar,
is best created and maintained by sZail teams of people who
are responsible for the relationships, and who have full,
quick access to the irdorinaiion and resources of the
company to make things work. It's all in the connections.

THREE: Managers Build Institutional Wealth
This proposition stands in the place of rhe old maxim:
"Managers Generate Efficiency and Profits."
With new organizational forms, information processing
systems that automate much management work, an
educated workforce, and a continuous process improvement
capability, small self-managed teams no longer need
supenriscrs and managers to achieve peak performance.
This offering does not advocate the abolition of managerial
work, rather its reinvention, so that it can make a far more
valuable contribution to the enterprise.
The new management work should be assuring the company's
owners that the knowledge capital of the enterprise is:

fall apart without a skilled and disciplined Team Coach.
These coaches (who are not members of the team, but visit
regularly) add focus, facilitate resolution of internal
problems and work with team members to aggressivelyand continually-develop
each other's skills and
capabilities. It is this last contribution that seems to mark the
difference between high-performance work teams and
committees (Katzenbach & Smith, The Wisdom of Teams:
Creating the High-Performance Organizaton, 1993).
Here's a caveat, though. Experienced managers seem to have
difficulty making the transition from being "boss" to being a
servant and supporter of self-managed teams. The best
coaches we have seen have been true peers who never
worked as managers or supervisors.

1) Imvcntorierl: known and accounted for,

FOUR: Ernptoyees Are Engaged As Xrmdivr'duals
2) U t i l i x d and optimized in innovative ways across
traditional lines

This proposition is offered as a replacement for the old
maxim: "Treat Employees Consistently."

3) Secured within the company (outside of employees'
heads), where it can be used by lots of people, and

Before we knew were moving into the Information Age, the
consumerism movement in America forced a radical change
on Industrial Age businesses. These enterprises had matured
as the masters of supply, providing identical products to
sheep-like mass markets. In the 1970's, emerging world
markets gave consumers a true choice; we learned that
quality did not necessarily cost more (maybe less) and that
it was possible to get products as we wanted them, when we
wanted them. American consumers began buying their cars
and other products from other countries. The industrial
enterprises that survived learned that they were servants to
their customers and not masters. The ones that have thrived
learned to customize -even custom make- products their
customers wanted, and to make the experience of doing
business with them a real pleasure. When 800 numbers and
the Internet came along, the new way of doing business was
sealed: customers were now freed from local suppliers and
could buy just as easily anyplace in the world.

4) Cruwing. If knowledge capital can, indeed, be leveraged

into revenues and profit, then expanding that capital should
be paramount. And managers are in the right place (with
most of the skills) to do just that.
The above commission redeploys current skills that most
capable managers now possess. But it takes the "boss" out of
the role of managing. The skills required to grow a
company's knowledge capital are more than just technical;
they are social as well, and this work requires a real rapport
with people. As is true with much traditional management
work, the people responsible for doing the organization's
real work each day may believe that the constant coIlection
of knowledge capital does little more than interfere with
their performance.
Some people in obsolete supervisory or managerial jobs are
less interested in systemic work, and would find this
proposed mission boring. For former managers who are
more energized by working directly with people, there's
another way to build the knowledge capital of the enterprise.

The End of the Age of Policy. In the previous era, a company
in conflict with a customer could end most any dispute
with: "It's our policy." That meant, "You should give up
now because we treat all customers the same way. You have
no choice." Customers no longer stand for that ... they find
new suppliers.

With ali the magic and potential we've discovered in
properly equipped, well-informed self-managed teams, our
work at Changecraft has taught us that these teams tend t.o
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Only the most clever and aggressive new employers have
come to understand that their employees [who learned the
lesson as consumers) will no longer stand for "consistent"
treatment,- even if it's policy - when it fails to meet their
needs. They wili find new employers.

Today's - and tomorrow's - knowledge workers wili not
check their brains a: the door. They will not be a cog in a
machine. They will be heard. They will cont~butetheir
ideas and see them work. They wiir do it here, or they will
do it in their next job. Actually, that's the good news.

Business enterprises are learning to engage customers as
individuals. We're now just beginning to learn ro treat
employees the same way. It is this motive that drives some
Information Age businesses to delight the people who work
there with all those incredibly outrageous benefits.

Dilbert as a Ii;milure lradicator, Every morning, millions of
American employees get a sour laugh reading the Dllbert
comic strip as it iambastes management for its stupidity and
incompetence. Are zanagers generally stupid and
incompetent? Of course cot! It is impossible for ?he nearly 15
million Americans who hold executive and management jobs
mostly ?o be stupid and incompetent, Then, why do so many
people relate to Dilbert? Became the rzles and processes of
almost ail management work are still rooted in the Industrial
Age. The old corporate machine is the walking dead. And
each day, Dilbefi fans mock those who still try to mn it.

We can no longer treat consumers as a mass market, whose
desires and needs can be averaged and only generiilly
addressed. Nor can we apply the old Industrial Age
standards of treatment to the Iabor market. There is no mass
Iabor market. Increasingly, employees are making
independent, individual decisions about what they require
from their employers. And, the very best of your knowledge
workers can find employers who respond to their
requirements. How? On the Internet, of course!

But, It's Against the Law! American employment law is
hopelessly archaic. It reqwires employers to act as k i r
"masters," caring for the chiid-like, unsophisticated people
who labor in their shops. The law was w&ten for the mass
labor market, which no longer exists.
Just as hws follow - rather than lead - real social change,
businesses that only follow these antiquated, paternalistic
employment laws will also foilow their innovative
competitors into the new milienniilrn.

FIVE: Combine and Innovate
The old proposition of Divide and Control no longer creates
competitive advantage. "Unky, Focus and Collaboration" are
becoming the mantra of tomorrow's business leaders.
When the leverage to gain and hold market share was found
in standardized machines and prodtrction systems, it made
sense to force employees to compiy with procedures, even
though they thought they had a better idea about how to do
their work. Everyone who has held a job knows what
management does with most employee suggestions: nothing.
In traditional organizations, new employees learned quickly
to check their brains at the door when they arrived at work.
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If we are to earn the loyalty and the innovative contributions
of our employees, we must abandon the systems they mock.
And we must earn the innovative contributions of our
employees. Just as global markets allow buyers and sellers to
lreeiy cross the economic boundaries Setween conntries, we
must emancipate employees to freely cross the departmental
and divisional boundaries witbin our companies to combine
their talects and invent new ways to succeed.

Global free markets xean businesses must conshactly
innovare, and businesses can no longer afford to squander
the spirit, intelligence and inventiveness of rank-and-fik
empioyees. Innovation can no longer be the d o ~ a i nof the
Xesearch & Development department. It must come from
everyone. Management cannot be allowed to decline
employee suggestions for improvement; it must become the
facilitator of every one of those suggestions, supporting the
employee innovator in getting ideas implemented. Even
"bad" ideas, 5ecause innovation is, by nature, experimental.
And experiments, by nature, do not always succeed.
At Changecraft, we've learned ways to mobilize the vast,
untapped resource cf empioyee brainpower. Our cliects
implement a system : k t brings together small teams of
employees with diverse backgrounds, and blindly preapprove any change they implement to make the business
work better for everyone who cares: customers, owners,
employees, the community.

SIX: The IndividuaYs W r k i s Esoentia%
This proposition stands in the place of: "People Need Jobs."
Sure, people need paychecks. But people increasingly need
to make an important contribution in their work lives.
What's more, business enterprises can no longer afford to
employ oniy parts of +hepeople they hire.
Henry Ford, the last century's wizard of industrial production,
reflected in his autobiography about the more than 7,000
specialized jobs required to manufacture a Mode1 T:
"949 required strong, able-bodied and practically physically
perfect men. 3338 needed m e n of merely ordinary pkysicizl
strength, most of the rest could be performed by women or
older children, and w e found that 670 a u l d be filled by legless
men, 2637 by one-legged men, two by armless men, 715 by
one-armed m e n and 10 by bIind men" (Ford, My Life and
Work, 1923)

Following Ford's lead, we have institutionalize&
organizational designs that employ only parts oi people. To
reverse this pattern - to earn the right to the whole person
-businesses must deal with the whole person. That means
openly and effectively dealing with "messy" human issues
like emotions, interpersonal issues, conflicting needs,
family demands and obligations. For, if a person's work is
essential, we must, in every way, deal with the person,
herself, as essentiai.
If an organization is to move beyond the slogan, and truly
honor each individual's work as essential, a new type of
corporate culture is required. Command and control systems
must be replaced with more open, flexible and responsive
processes that provide natura! checks and balances as
individuals work with one another. The organization mmt
not only be made up of self-managed people and teams, but
the work of those teams must be self-correcting, so that
when a person or a team gets off course, others quickiy
know it, and pressure ir back into the flow.

Essential people must be allowed and encouraged to shape
their own work, not just to do "jobs" that were structured
sometime in history by unknown people. They must be
afforded significant control over the took and equipment
they employ^ They must be treated as the "owners" of their
own work processes. They must have the authority to
negotiate woriring agreements with anyone in the
organization who affects their performance.
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For employees to structure their work ~esponsijiyeach must
develop and maintain an understanding of the nature and the
sirategy of the business. Each individual's responsibilities
must be directly and rightly connected to a strategically
essential end product and/or paying customer. Essex~tiaiai
people shoulder essential responsibilities.
For empioyees t o capably exercise the responsibilities that
come with struct~ringtheir ovm work, they must have
broad and generai skiIIs that were never rewired for
specialized jobs. Much of the training that has been provided
only to managers acd supervisors over the past 50 years
mrrst be made available to self-managing empioyees and
their teaas.

Summay and Conckusisn
This article was written to outline ways to master the
challenge of retaining and building Knowledge Capi?al in this
new era Ir, the old days, in simpler times, this may have
meant, "How do you keep good employees from quitting their
jobs and moving to another emplcyer?" Today, and in the era
we are just beginning, it means something entirely different.

".lo succeed in maintaining

and growing the Knowledge
Capkal of an enteqrise, old structures- like jobs and
management -and the principles that support them n u s t be
reicvente~and repiaced. Some "zew age" enteprises, which
had the advantage of starting with appropriate structures and
philosopllies, are already better able to recr~itemployees and
retain Knowledge Capital. If older institutions fail to do that,
they won't be able to keep the vaiuabie people whose
contributions they need to sky in business.
Knowledge Capital is generally found in the heads oi
employees, but it can be collec:ed in an organization's
information systems. Thus, an organization can stand [ever,
thrive on? higher turnover rates in employees.
If we are to replicate and capture the gmwing Knowledge
Capital found in employees, the employees must cooperate
and activeiy participate in the process. To ears that
cooperation, organizations must create entirely new
between-amployees.
relationship structures wi;h-and
Organizations must co=pletely reassess their policies and
approaches to knowledge in light of Z?e new "natural laws"
of the Laowledge economy.
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UnpubHshed Works
The copyright status of unpublished
works has long plagued librarians.
The status of such works h a s
changed over the years, and today
the Internet raises new questions
about whether and at what stage
works are published. Further, the fair
use of unpublished works is somewhat more restricted because of the
right of first publication.
The concept of publication was relatively clear and easy to understand
in the analog world. Publication is
defined in the Copyright Act as "the
distribution
of
copies o r
phonorecords of a work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, o r by rental, lease or
lending." In other words, a copy of
the work changed hands. In the digital environment, a copy does not
actually change hands but it may still
be distributed through transmission.
The statutory definition continues,
"The offering to distribute copies or
phonorecords to a group of persons
for purposes of further distribution,
public performance, or display, constitutes publication." Does posting a
work on a web site constitute publication for copyright purposes? Most
experts would argue that it does.
In the United States, copyright attaches to any original work of authorship that is fixed in tangible
medium of expression. Whether a
work is published or not is immaterial for copyright protection today,
but it does affect the term of copyright if the work is one of corporate
authorship or is anonymous or
pseudonymous. For those works, the
term of copyright is 95 years after
date of first publication or 120 years

after creation, whichever comes first,
as opposed to life of the author plus
70 years for works of personal aurhorship. Unpublished works have
not always been protected by federal
copyright, however.
Prior to the 1976 Copyright Act, unpublished works were not eligible for
federal copyright; instead, they were
protected under "common law copyright." Common law copyright gave
the author the right of first publication of the work and some protection
against tortious misappropriation of
the work, but little else. Further, once
the work was published, common
law rights were divested and federal
copyright protection was available
only if the author met the statutory
formalities such as including the notice of copyright on copies of the
work, registering the work, etc. Some
states offered limited protection for
unpublished works, but protection
was spotty at best.
The Copyright Revision Act of 1976
eliminated publication as the demarcation between federal and state law.
Additionally, under Section 301 of the
Act, state laws are preempted by the
Act to the extent that they are equivalent to any of the exclusive rights
within the general scope of copyright.
Thus, there is little left for common
law protection. The problem of unpublished works created before the
effective date of the Act, January 1,
1978, continues, however. Archival
collections all over the country are
filled with unpublished works that
continue to have some protection
under common law copyright.
The 1976 Act established a date at
which unpublished works would
pass into the public domain that will
thus end common law protection

entirely. Unpublished works that
existed as of January 1, 1978, and
which remain unpublished through
the end of the year 2002 will pass
into the public domain 70 years after the author's death or at the end
of 2002, whichever is later. Thus, a
huge number of works will enter the
public domain on January 1, 2003.
Archival collections often hold the
only copy of these unpublished
works but most often do not hold
the copyright in the work. Permission from the archives will not be
needed to reproduce, distribute,
adapt, perform, or display these public domain works after one gets access to the works.
On the other hand, an archives may
decide to restrict access to the copy
it holds and thus prevent anyone
from using the work in any way or
may seriously restrict its use. Such
archival collections often sell the
right to use manuscripts and images
in their collections; after 2002, for
those works that pass into the public domain, these colIections can
continue sell access but not the right
to use the work. In other words, if
in 2003 someone purchases a copy
of an unpublished photograph from
an archives and includes it on the
web or in a printed publication,
anyone may then reproduce that
photograph from the web or publication without going back to seek
permission from the archives. The
public domain status of the work
so dictates.
For unpublished works that existed
as of January 1, 1978, but which are
published between then and the end
of 2002, they will pass into the public domain 70 years after the author's
death or at the end of 2047, whichever is later. Thus, the public must
deal with a different copyright status for totally unpublished works for
a couple more years, and even longer
for existing works that are published
between 1978 and 2002.
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A series of cases and ultimately a

statutory amendment answered the
question about fair use of unpublished works. The most important
case arose when the reclusive author J.D. Salinger sued to stop publication of letters he had written.
Recipients of the letters had donated them to university libraries
where they were located by someone writing a biography of Salinger
who wanted to use them as a firsthand account of Salinger's life.
Under the law, the author of the
letter retains the copyright unless
he has transferred it to someone
else. Here, the court held that
Salinger owned the copyright and
could refuse to let the biographer
publish the letters. This was based
on the common law concept of the
right of first publication despite the

I

biographer's ciaims of fair use. In
other words, Salinger himself
might decide to publish the letters
and the law will ensure that right.
A series of other cases followed that
danced around the right of first publication but also discussed the problems of the First Amendment and
censorship. An author of a letter
could claim the right of first publication in order to censor the publication while never intending to
publish the inaterial herself at all.
Still, the unpublished status weighs
heavily against a finding of fa;~ruse.

The fair use section of Copyright Act
was amended in 1992 with the addition of a very important sentence.
"The fact that a work is unpublished
shall not itself bar a finding of fair

use if such finding is made npon
consideration of consideration of
[the four fair use factors.:'; Thus, a
court may recognize that the right
of first publication is =ore irnpsrrant than permirting a biographer
or critic to include unpublished
works by a writer in the biography
or work of criticism that be is publishing. But the unpublished nature
of the work Is not in and of itself a
bar to a finding of fair use.
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A manager for the regulatory affairs
library at another health care company
said, "I am seiving on a global library
task force for the company, which has
involved mapping of processes from
inception of an idea to a product. This is
part of efforts initiated by the library to
track the flow of information into products." The effort too appears to focus on
time saved for users rather than the
value added to a new product or service
by the library or information center.
Reported approaches to track the flow of
information into products, which can be
termed knowledge value-added, are still
in relatively early stages of development
in the few companies that are exploring
such methods. Hewlett-Packard is representative of one industry-office equipment and computers-that has also been
exploring how to value knowledge
embedded in its various processes and
subvrocesses.

Hethod Two: Knowledge
Value-Added
In trodum"rrrr
Certain industries are driven by technological innovations and, as a result,
require proportionaliy larger and more
highly educated staffs to succeed.
Health-care pharmaceutical and diagnostics manufacturers are one example of
such an industry. Corporations operating
in the health care iield were one of the
very few groups that even professed any
interest during the course of this study in
tracking the flow and cost of informed
wealth through their organizations.
Informed wealth is a term coined for this
study that refers to the data, information,
and knowledge held by an organization
One librarian i n t e ~ e w e dat a health
care company indicated that a high level
initiative in the company had been
issued by the finance and administrative
division. The objective was to determine
how to convert informed wealth into
financial terms, such as the dollar value
of time saved by input from the library or
information center to a business unit.
The downside to this approach, however,
was the lack of cooperation from business units who feared cuts in their budgets if the iibrary proved too snccessful
in saving #em time.

The knowledge value-added methodology can be developed into a basic model
for determining the value of core library
and information center servicesnamely providing informed wealth-to
corporations or other types of organizations. The modified knowledge valueadded model proposed here will enable
librarians and information professionals
to make a rough estimate of the value
of their primary services to their organizations.

5qe
Measurement of knowledge value-added
as a tool, was developed by Dr. Valery
Kanevsky of Agilent Technologies and
Dr. Tom House1 at the University of
Southern California, to help guide business process re-engineering efforts 181.
Business process re-engineering is a set
of techniques by which organizations are
re-inventing themselves through restructuring. The use of the knowledge valueadded methodology helps managers
focus on creating value, rather than just
cutting costs. It does this by using a surrogate measure for intangible value to
determine how much each subprocess
contributes to the final product or service
relative to all the other subprocesses. The
methodology then determines value by
assessing the cost of each subprocess relative to its overall contribution.

A methodology such as knowledge
value-added that focuses on measuring
and comparing intangible value is precisely the sort of methodology needed by
librarians and information professionals
to measure the value of their activities.
The knowledge value-added methodology also should allow librarians and information proiessionals to compare the
value of their activities with the value of
other activities in the organization that
lead to the development of the same
product or service.
The basic idea behind knowledge valueadded is to find some surrogate measure
for determining how much of an intangible asset-knowledge-is
embedded in
each subprocess that leads to a specific
product or service. A surrogate measure
must bear a direct relationship to the
intangible-knowledge-tha it is charged
with measuring. For example, salaries
paid to employees carrying out each subprocess would probably not be a good
surrogate measure because people are
not always paid in proportion to how
much knowledge they have about a specific area. Librarians, for example,
despite their iknowledge and training are,
according to Prusak and Davenport,
undervalued and underpaid 111. In addition, many people would consider a
Chief Executive Officer who is paid millions of dollars to run a company overpaid despite that person's knowledge.
Three surrogate measures that can each
be used to estimate knowledge directly
in a subprocess include the following:
1. Time required to learn the subprocess.
The more time required the more
there is to learn, i.e, the greater the
knowledge content.
2. Number of words used to provide
instructions for the subprocess. The
more words required to explain the
process, the more involved the process
is, i.e. the more knowledge required to
understand the subprocess.
3. Length of sequence of binary questions
with Yes/No answers for describing
the process. The more questions that
have to be answered, the more complicated the process, i.e. the more
knowledge needed to resolve the steps
of the subprocess.
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When compared to specialized acccunting methods such as activity-based cosring, an accounting method deveioped
for allocating specific costs to products,
the knowledge value-added methodoicgy has proven superior [9]. One najor
automotive manufacturer experimented
with activity-based costing but found it
too involvedl for its industriai-based
processes.

Rssmgfion
The knowledge valse-added methodology has generally been used to guide decisions about business process re-engineering. It has not, to the best of our
knowledge, been applied to a detemination of the intangible value of l i b r a ~or
information center sen~ices.The knowledge due-added methodology seeks to
track an intangible asset, knowledge,
through the subprocesses that lead to the
creation of a product or service. If one
assumes that an important subprocess in
the creative activity of an organization is
the uncovering and furnishing of information and knowledge critical to the

project, then knowledge value-added can
be a means for also tracking the value
the library or informatioc center contributes to the organization.
One assumption, then, is :hat new prodncts arid services, in particular, alise iron:
rnnovations whose developmenr depends
on the flow of informed wealth, in pzrt,
from the Iibrary to the organizatioc. The
informed wealth ma% for example, be
technical and directed toward the R&D
department; alternatntiveiy, it may be competitive business information provided to
marketing. Of course, there are many
other types of informed wealth used by
corporations and organizations and these
need to 5e considered as weli. The fIow of
this informed wealth is catalyzed through
the users of the infomation.
To help with the critical evaluations cf
which subprocesses should be considered, analysts need to organize an ad hoc
advisory committee withir, their corporation O i organization. The committee
should likely contain at least one repre-
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ACM Digital Library
can be your Institution's
Greatest Asset!
Do your library patrons wish they had the latest technological development
information and data at their fingertips? If they want around-the-clock access to
a comprehensive collection of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences,
then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM D i g i t a l Library!

The ACM Digital Library has:

Over 20 A C M publications and archives
15 years of conference proceedings
Advanced searching capabilities
Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
350,000+ pages of downloadable text

m a t e o n h e resotirre
Contact ACM today to receive a FREE GIFT for inquiring about the ACM Digital
Library for your institution (while supplies last). Please mention code ADSLA21.
Academia, I n s t i t u t i o n s , p l e a s e c o n t a c t :
ACM M e m b e r S e r v i c e s
e-mail: acmhelp@acm.org
phone: +I-212-626-0500
f a x : + I - 2 1 2 - 9 4 4 - 1 3 18

Corporations and Consortia, please contact:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info@acm.org
p h o n e : +1-212-626-0518
fax: + I - 2 1 2 - 9 4 4 - 1 3 1 8
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S C I E N C E
SCIENCE TIT
"This "best buy'' book should Se availabie in schools,
libraries and govewment offices so decisioc-making can be
based OR accurate scientific data.. ."
Sciecce Bocks & Fjims, Octaber 1998

World Resources 2000m2001
People and Ecosystems:
The Fraying Web of Life
Co-published by:
UN Developnnent Program, World Bank, Wcrid Resources institute,
i l N Environment Program and Eisevier Science

I
t

is time to take stock of ':he co?ditions of Earth's ecosystems a d

l o draw iessons frcrn our giobai experience in managing and protecting them. This iwaluable reference work f o c w e s on five criticai
ecosystems that have Seen si?apec: by the interaction of physicai
environmect, bioiogicai conditions, and human intecvention. iilte its eight predecessors i.? the series, this edition p:esents an cverview of current giobal enviro~mentaiand economic trends using ~ u n d f e d sof indicato:~
in more than 1 5 0 countries.

Hardcover edition

Pergmicn

ISBN: O 08 0437818 m $49,CO

Visit the World Resources 2000/2001 websile at htt~://ww.eisevier.com/iocateworidresoues

The highly anticipated foliow-up to the
Handbook of Ecological Parameters and Exotoxicology

ECOtOX: Ecological Modeling and
Ecotoxicoiogy
Edited by i e i f Aibert jorgensen, Sven Erik Jorgensen and
Seven Nors Nieisen

I

n recent years there has been a growth :! the amour.: of environ-

mental toxicologicai data avaiiable and ar! increasing number of
environmental modeis developed. This new CD-ROM provides extensive tabies, data and parameters needec by rnodeiers, theoretical
scientists, environmental managers, ecologists and toxicciogists tc
carry our estimations acd caicuiations combined with the environmental effects of chemicai substances.
CD-ROM. ISBN: 0-444-50240-88 $609.00
Visit the ECOTOX website at

httis://www.eisev~erY~om/home~a~e/sa~/ecotox/index.html

Eisevier Science m Regionai Sales Office
6 5 5 Avenue of the Americas m New York, N\! 10010-5107
Tei: 212-633-3730/Fax: 212-633-3680
(To!{ free fc: customers in the USA and Canada: 888-057-4636)
E-maii: usino-f@eisevier.com

Graph 1: Income and Cost per Member
The net cost of providing SLA's programs and services to
each member in 2000 is $228.01 per member. Each member contributes, on average, $120.08 of dues revenue. This
means that $107.93 of net non-dues income must be generated for every member just to provide a balanced budget.

For more information,
contact Richard Geiger, SLA
Treasurer (geigerr@sfgate.corn)

Graph 2: Dues vs. %on-DuesIncome
Dues revenue represents 22% of the FY 2000
Draft Budget, while non-dues revenue generates the remaining 78 % .

y ~ o n - d u e Income
s
($107.93)

Graph 3: Service to the Membership
Allotments to Chapters, Divisions, Caucuses,
and Student Groups 7%
Membership Recruitment and Retention 6 %
Publications 14%
Conferences and Meetings 22%
Professional Development 10%
Public Affairs 10%
Leadership Services 15 %
Other Programs and Services 16%
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surveys. The user would then be shown
the range of salaries they could reasonably expect based on the information
they've provided.

The 2000 Salary S u m y
Report i s Corning Soon!
SLA's Sala~ySurvey for the year 2000 is
out of the field and we are in the process
of getting it ready for publication. The
salary report, which will be available
from SLA in November, will include
salary breakdown by industry, geographical region, budget size, primary responsibility, job title, years of experience, as
well as summaries of average salary data.
I'm very pleased to say that this year's
survey had an overall response rate of
nearly 52%, a dramatic increase over the
response rate of recent salary surveys and
a testament to SLA's members. We are
grateful for your cooperation.
While there were only a few very minor
changes to the questionnaire this year,
there are a number of changes to the
upcoming publication itself:
First, the data has been reorganized for
ease-of-use, including:

In addition to the printed version, SLA is
exploring options for the online delivery
of the Salary Survey data and the creation of an online "salary calculator."
Although the finai format is yet to be
determined, the association hopes to
have the data tables and text available
directly from the Members Only area of
SLA's web site for downloading or printing, so members can quickly and simply
purchase the Salary Survey and instantly
access the data that they need in a
timely fashion.
While the salary calculator is also in the
developmental stage, our hope is to create an online form that asks members
for a few vitai pieces of information (for
example, geographic location, years of
experience, job description, highest
degree, etc.) and then analyze those
responses using a sophisticated multiple-regression formula custom developed for SLA based on this year's data
and back-tested using previous years'

The online information and salary calculator should be available Iate this year or
early in 2001.
As in previous years, the Salary Survey
publication will be available in November, with the prices remaining at $45.00
for members and $54.00 for non-members. Visit SLA'sVirtual Bookstore a1
www.sla.org or call the SLA publications department at 1-202-939-3673 for
more information about the availability
of the 2000 Salary Survey. Thank you
again to everyone who completed the
survey and for making the 2000 Salary
Survey a valuable resource for all SLA
members.

For more information,
contact Rob Pitzer
jrob@sla.org).

Separadon of US. and Canadian data
Introduction of "chapters" based on job
descriptions, so that it is more likely all
data relevant to an individual is gathered in one place
Aggregation of demographic, job-relat
ed and institutional-related data into
separate sections within each chapter
Bulleted highlights of the most
important data for each table.
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NEW! Cross Journal Searching
and Abstracts
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both HTML and PC? full-text fornats.

Subscribers to at leas: o x ACS Web Edition will now be
able to search and view &tracts across ail tides. You will
now be able G
: search Mi-text, abstracts, bibliographic information and view abstracts from every XCS Web Edition. +

+

ASAP Alerts

Library Link

ACS PUBLICATIONS' free e-mai! aierting service forwards
notice of new articles posted to ACS Web Editions on a
daily or weekly basis.

Find 5-Lelatest library news; ACS institutioczl licenses and
prices, <he ACS Interiibrary Loan policy, iinks to customer
.,
.
service, back issues of the infor1na:ive ana iiveiy Llhary
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CAS Linking
Connect from A C S article references directly to the
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Freedom Forum Sends Piggott t o South Africa
Each year the Freedom Forum sends
four librarians to developing countries. The program emphasizes helping these countries build and
maintain their information infrastructure. Sylvia Piggott, an employee of the International Monetary
Fund and former SLA President,
spent two weeks in South Africa,
during April and May of 1999, on
the program.
The majority of her time was spent
in Johannesburg at the Freedom
Forum's Africa Center. There, she
taught staff members how to use their
current technology to create newsletters for members and brochures advertising the center and its function.
Piggott also worked with the Center's
staff to design a photographic exhibia
of South African history. In addition
she worked on the research team of
a local newspaper looking into the
IMF and the Gold Standard.
Piggott also spent one day in Pretoria,
South Africa at the Worked Bank office teaching the staff how to do research on the internet using free
resources. In Cape Town she worked
at the Cape Times teaching a group
of journalism students from Atlanta
how to do research on the internet.

opportunity to help fellow information professionals. Second, is learning a new culture first-hand.
Piggott says that she liked learning
how a newsroom works. It was
amazing to her to watch reporters
operate under the dual pressures of
meeting deadlines and having to
corroborate their stories, often in a
short period of time. She also enjoyed seeing the changes that freedom has brought to the country. For
her seeing the human side of South
Africa was moving.

applicants igmA hold a Master's of
Library Science degree from an accredited school, currently be an SLA
member, and be proficient in using
the internet as a research tool. It is
also recommended that applicants
have an interest in the news library
environment. If you have any questions regarding the fellowships
please contact Susan Bennett. The
application deadline is November 30,
2000.

Since the program's inception in
1995 twenty people have visited the
Freedom Forum's eleven international libraries in Europe, Asia and
Africa.
Founded in 1991 as a successor to
the Gannett Foundation, The Freedom Forum is an international, notfor-profit organization dedicated to
advancing "free press, free speech
and free spirit for all people".

When asked, Piggott listed two specific highlights from her experience.
First, is the sense of doing something.
She enjoyed playing a part in "providing a home for disenfranchised
journalists". As she describes
it, journalists, who have fled
from political persecution in
other African countries, use
the Freedom Forum's Africa
Center as a home. They use
the free access to the internet,
word processing and telephones to file stories and stay
in touch with their families.

Before leaving on her trip Piggott
prepared a research library on a diskette. The information included the
URL's for every newspaper and
school of journalism in South Africa.
She then left a copy of the disk at
each place she visited.

The second highlight of the
trip was visiting the home
where Nelson and Winnie
Mandela lived shortly after
they were married. She says
that the bullet holes in each
room made a very powerful
statement about what they
went through to bring freedom to blacks in South Africa.

Piggott gives two reasons why others should participate in the program. First, she says it is a great

The application for the 2001
fellowships is in this issue of
Information Outlook. All
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The Freedom Forum/Special Libraries Association
International ~ibraryProgram
The Freedom Forum and Special Libraries
Association are seeking applications from
librarians for a two-week program providing
opportunities for librarians to work abroad in an
international Freedom Forum Library, Four
librarians will be selected for 2001. Each librarian
will work in one of the following regions: Europe,
Asia, Latin America or Africa.
The librarians selected will conduct training
programs on lnternet use and research techniques
for journalists, journalism students and other
librarians in each region.
Applications for this program will be judged by a
panel of representativesfrom the Special Libraries
Association and The Freedom Forum.

QUALIFICATIONS:
MLS from an accredited school.
Proficiency with lnternet as a research
tool.
Interest in the news library environment.
Current member of Special Libraries
Association.
Proficiency in a foreign language,
especially Spanish or French, would be
beneficial.

TO APPLY:
In addition to completing the application form, you
must supply the following information:
1. An essay outlining the training program you
would develop, the training methods and materials
you would use, the training activities you would
organize and why you are uniquely qualified to
execute this project.
2. Three references or letters of recommendation.
You may also include a current resume (optional
and not in lieu of compieted application form).

DEADLINE:
Your application must be postmarked by
November 30:2060,to qualify for the 2601
program. All materials, including recommendation
letters and essay, should be submitted by the
deadline.
Send the completed application to:
Susan Bennett
Directorfisian and European programs
The Freedom Forum
"101 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, '$/A22209
Phone: 783284-3765
Fax: 703f528-3528
E-Mail: sbennett@freedomforum.carg

EXPENSES:
The Freedom Forum will arrange and fund
airfare, lodging, per diem for meals, shipping of
materials, and a $1000 stipend for the
successfui candidate.

NOTIFICATION:
The successful candidate
December 15, 2008.

ilviil

be notified in writjng by

Upon completion, the candidate is required to submit
a report to The Freedom Forum detailing the activities
and resuits of the project.

(FOR FREEDOM FORUM USE ONLY)
---

Name:

Checktist:
%If Completed Application
2 References
3 Essay
Resume {optional)

a

THE FREEDOM FORUMlSPEClAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
Last Name:

First/Middie Name:

Permanent Address (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee):
Address:
City:

StateIProvince:

Country:

ZipIPostal Code:

Telephone (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee):
E-mail:

EDUCATION
UndergraduateCollege:
Degree:

Year Degree Granted:

Major:

Minor (if you had one):

Graduate College:
Degree:

Year Degree Granted:

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
Current Position:

From:

To:

From:

To:

Company:
Responsibilities:

Previous Position: Company:
Responsibilities:

--

Previous Position:

From:

To:

Company:
Responsibilities:

Other Appropriate Experience:
-

Career Goals:

Applicant Signature:

Date:

friendly format, so ir is comforting
to see that a new EX, such as the
one on Portals, is one of the most
requested web pages prepared by
the IRC.
Over the past year, the total hits to
IRC web pages increased from an average of 10,000 a month to more than
15,000 per month. This is particularly encouraging in that it hopefully
indicates that the Virtual IRC is becoming a more useful resource for
our members. The Information Resources Center home page is always
first in the list of most requested IRC
web pages, which is no great surprise, but the next few pages in the
list have also remained surprisingly
constant. The Knowledge Management Electronic Information Packet
(EKP] and the list of other Library
Joblines EIP have remained the next
two most requested pages. IRC staff
put a lot of effort into updating and
creating new EIPs so it is encouraging to see they are increasing in
popularity. We have been concerned
of late that the Knowledge Management EIP is far too large, but this
fact does not appear to have affected
its usefulness.
The consistent inclusion of the EIPs
of Library Joblines, Government
Joblines, and Miscellaneous Internet
Job Resources in the top fifteen most
requested pages shows the importance that our users give to finding
a job, or perhaps they are looking
for the going rate for a job equivalent to theirs. We included an EIP
on Salary Surveys in late 1999 and
this page consistently features in the
top ten. Statistics have ro be treated
cautiously as they can be interpreted
to prove almost anything. However
our aim is to provide relevant and
timely resources in the most user-

information outhook

Our monthly web statistics, prepared
using Webtrends, present us with &
mass of data in every which way.
There are bar charts, pie charts,
graphics, and tables in every conceivable color. They show bandwidth by indicating the volume of
activity as Kbytes transferred. W-e
have breakdowns by city, state,
countries, organizations, by days of
the week, and by hours of the day. i
wonder what I should read into the
fact that over the last three months
the web site has been accessed between 19:00 hours 17' p.m.) an6
20:OO (8 p.m.) almost twice as often
as during other hours, and that prior
to April the hourly access between
09:00 and 20:00 was fairly equal. On
a more serious note it is interesting
to see the average time viewed for
each page. This does not appear to
bear any correlation to the popularity of the site. Users spend more tine
on average looking at the Opinions
and Perceptions of the Library Profession and Starting and Managing
a Special Library EIPs than the more
popularly visited Portals EIP. The
most time is spenr on the IRC infor-mation Request Form, which probably proves that a revision of the
form is weir overdue.
Statistics have certainly proved the
importance of accessibility for CONSULT Online, SLKs directory of
member consultants. The monthly
web statistics for CONSULT Online
show that hits of fewer than forty in
January were increased to an average of over 500 in the next four

months after direct access -aes added
to rhe SLA home page. We $ope this
wiil encourage the continue6 i ~ crease in the nurnber of member
profiles being added to the database,
w k k h now exceeds 220.

EIPs Go Members Only
On the revised §LA web site many
member services have been added
ro the Members Only section. We
have kept the pureiy reference type
EIPs, such as lists of library related
organizations or training organizations, on kb.e public access pages
but moved the value added resources of the EIPs on Careers, Intellectual Property, lnrernational
Resources, I n t e r n e t / I n t r a n e t ,
Knowledge Management, Management and Services, Marketing and
Value, and Technology and Libraries to behind the Members Only
firewall. Thanks to EEXIS-NEXIS's
continued sponsorship of the IRC
we are now offering a Latest Industry News feature usicg their Tell Pde
More service. Comments on this
new resource would be gratefully
received at irc@sia.org. We are a:ways striving to improve our information resources so please don't
hesitate to contact us with your
suggestions.

f

is the s o l sponsor of the IRC

For more information,
co~tact.John Latham
$h-@sia.orp)

HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA ON ORGANIC CHEMICALS
Fourth Edition
Edited by Karel Verschueren
A trusted reference for over two decades, this handbook provides
reliable, comprehensive, cutting-edge information on organic
compounds and their impact on the environment. The Fourth Edition
is now divided into two convenient volumes in addition to providing
instant electronic access to all data via the CD-ROM.
ara Essential environmental data for more thar, 3,000 organic chemicals
PI

250 completely new and 600 substantially updated entries

ta Chemical and physical properties, pollution factors, and biological
effects for each compound

a Ready access to commonly accepted names of chemicals, structural
formulas, CAS numbers, and more
e An indispensable tool for professionals dealing with present-day

pollu-':ion concerns
2-Volume Set 0-471-37490-3 Approx. 2,800 pp. November
$395.00 until 12131100-$495.00thereafter
CD-ROM .O-471-37488-1 November $395.00 until 12131/00-$545.00 thereafter
2-Volume Print Set plus CD-ROM 0-471-41188-4 Novernber
$495.00 until 12/31100-$595.00 thereafter

.

.

The defining reference on toxicology for over 50 years
a
#
'

"The first port of call when you need to access extensive
toxicological data."-Toxicology
"An important set for any biological, chemistry, industrial,
or engineering library."-American Reference Books Annual

PATTY'S TOXICOLOGY
F@h Edition

9-Volume Set

Edited by Eula Bingham, Barbara Cohrssen, and Charles H. Powell
Patty's Toxicology,5th Edition offers eight core volumes plus a cumulative
index, containing essential toxicological data on potentially dangerous industrial
compounds. Compou2ds are presented in logical, easily access~blegroupings
from metals to synthetic polymers. Major issues in toxicology assessments as
we8 as related toxic agents are also covered.
m New inproved format saves research time and money
r Clearly defined topic areas, written by renowned experts in their fields
sc Compounds organized in logic4 groupings, from metals to synthetic polymers
on CAS numbers, properties, TLVs, PELS,MAK, and BAT for each compound
ia Specialized topics include issues in toxicology assessments as well as other
forms of tcxic agents
9-Vol. Set 0-471-31943-0 Approx. 9,008 pp.

.

Special Pre-Publication Offers!
9-Voi. Set G,995.00 prior to 12131100-$2,395.00 thereafter
Individual voliimes available for $250.00 per volume prior to 12131100-$295.00 thereafter
Both products available through your vendor
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GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE COMPLETE BUSINESS, FINANCIAL AND
INFORMATION YOU NEED FAST...OVER THE INTERNET.

INVESTMENT

Maximize your research efforts with the advanced search engine that is conpiernenrd by
the timeliness and expedience of the world wide web.

* Brings together eleven o i S&P9smost popular products through nn sasy-to-nse
graphical interface
% Timely

data, analysis and investment advice on companies, industries, stocks and
bonds, mutual funds and dividends

P

Over 500 searchabie fields; across multiple databases

P Print
P

and export multiple documents

Solution for the corporate, public and academic library marketplaces

Sari Antonio's River Walk: Walking the Walk
Bring your walking and boating
shoes lo the 2001 SLA Annual Conference next June in San Antonio.
The conference will be held in downtown San Antonio, near the famous
River Walk or Paseo del Rio.
Whether you decide to stroll or take
a river tour boat, this is one attraction you won't want to miss.

San Antonio's River Walk is one of
the city's most popular sites. It consists of roughly twenty-one blocks
of interconnecting p a t h s a n d
bridges beside the San Antonio
River. The Walk is approximately
twenty feet below street level and
can be reached by stairs, ramps, elevators-and boats. Although the
street noise is dampened, the River
Walk's shops, restaurants, bars, theaters, and boats provide a lively
ambience all their own. Much has
been done with the landscaping,
which in the warm lush climate

includes many kinds of lovingly
maintained flora that create gardenlike vistas and delight the eye. The
Walk can be accessed from the
Alamo Plaza, Rivercenter Mall, and
many central downtown city streets
and hotels. But the River Walk isn't
just a way to get from one part of
San Antonio to another; it is a destination in itself.
The Works Progress Administration
(WPA) built the original River Walk
in the 1930s. The project was designed by architect Robert Hugman.
Like Frederick Law Olmsted, designer of New York City's Central
Park, Hugman was a visionary. Both
men successfully designed public
spaces that are beautiful, relaxing,
entertaining, and enduring. Prior to
this project, the San Antonio River
was so capricious and prone to flooding, the local Indians referred to it
by a name meaning "drunken old
man going home at night." The San
Antonio River was successfully
dammed, channeled, and tamed to
create the River Walk. The original
Walk included over two miles of
walks, thirty-one stairways, and
thirty-five bridges built throughout
central downtown San Antonio. The
Walk was extensively renovated for
the 1968 World's Fair. Many changes
and improvements have been made
since then, meaning those SLA members who attended the 1991 Annual
Conference held in San Antonio will
find new reasons to visit and enjoy
the River Walk.
Day and night, there are attractions
to visit on the River Walk. San
Antonio's vibrant Hispanic culture is
on display with publicly performing

mariachi musicians, numerous
Mexican restaurants and shops, and
the Fiesta Noche del Rio, a musical
revue held during the summer
nights at the Arneson Theater right
on the Walk. The core downtown
area of the walk is well lit after sunset, making strolling or power-walking the perfect end or beginning to
your day. There are various night
spots for those who want to burn
that midnight oil (think 'networking,' which is a work-related activity]. River tour boats, barges, and
taxis are available throughout the
core downtown area of the Walk.
And don't forget to do some people
watching, which can be quite a
spectacle, as everyone in San Antonio seems to walk the Walk.
The SLA Texas Chapter is honored
to be hosting the 2001 Annual Conference. Preparations are well underway to make this a n enjoyable
and memorable event. San Antonio,
t h e Fiesta (that's Spanish for
"party") City, is a gracious town and
should provide a n entertaining
backdrop for the conference events.
For more information about San
Antonio, including the River Walk,
please check the Texas Chapter web
site at http://www.txsla.org/2001/
index.htm. Chapter members will
be refreshing this information, so
check back or bookmark this site
for updates.

Ann Griffith works for Ernst &
Young, is the SLA Texas Chapter Second Vice President Elect, and is a
member of the Conference 2001 Public Relations Committee.

For more information
on the conference
go to wvrw.sla.org/conf.
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